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Staffunion 
dispute still 
unresolved 
o NLRB examines more 
than 60 disputed votes 
By Jennifer Sabella 
News E<ilor 
It's been more than four 
months, and both the Uni ted 
Staff of Columbia College and 
the National Labor Relations 
Board still have no answers on 
whether the staff will unionize 
after ballots were challenged 
following the Oct. 14, 2004, 
union election. 
Since the results of the vote 
came back with a 158-138 vote 
against the union, a number of 
ballots have been under investi-
gation by the NLRB. 
The US of CC filed four com-
plaints with the NLRB. includ-
ing a di spute over the eligibility 
of 60 voters filed with the NLRB 
in October. The agency asked to 
further investigate the situation. 
"This is not a normal case;' 
said Gail Moran, assistant to the 
director of the 13th Region of 
the NLRB . ''This is a mammoth 
number of challenges for a hear-
ing officer to have to deal with. 
... I've been in the Chicago 
region for six years, and the 
number of challenges in this 
case is unprecedented." 
Moran said due to the nature 
of the case, a tentative decision 
on whether the challenged bal -
lots are valid has not been made, 
and she cannot give a date on 
when it is expected. 
"We' re reviewing 1,400 pages 
of transcripts after a few weeks 
worth of hearings," Moran said, 
"and the hearing officer is in the 
process of writing a letter of rec-
ommendation to the board on all 
the challenges." 
According to Joan McGrath, 
US of CC member and adminis-
trati ve assistant to the chai r-
woman of the Film and Video 
Department , the US of CC 
charged the cOllege with allow-
ing staff supervisors to vote and 
failing to provide a complete list 
of eligible voters to the NRLB. 
She said the US of CC made its 
case in coun. 
"Through the testimony, I 
think the union put on a better 
case," McGrath said. "The col-
lege's case was weak in terms of 
trying to make people into 
supervisors and managers." 
Although the NRLB wouldn ' t 
give a time period for when 
these decisions will be made, 
McGrath said that the US of 
CC's attorney predicts a deci-
sion by the end of the month , 
and she hopes for the best. 
-
Courtesy Mike Moran 
New pitcher Marty Hedrick will fill the No.2 spot in the Columbia 
Coyotes rotation this spring, said Coach Anthony PiccolI. 
Baseball set to 
•• • swmgmsprmg 
o Coyotes could become NCBA team next season 
By Andrew Greiner 
E<ftor·in-ClVef 
Columbia's baseball team, the 
Coyotes, will start the new season 
defending their 2004 Wisconsin-
Illinois Baseball Conference title. 
This year, teams from 
Northwestern and DePaul universi-
ties will be gunning for them, look-
ing to steal away the title. 
But Coach Anthony Piccoli said 
he isn't worried about the pressure 
that comes from being No 1. 
"I'm thinking noth ing but 
repeat," Piccoli said in a phone 
interview. 
His confidence is due in no small 
part to the return of every key play-
er from last year's team, plus a few 
additions. 
Piccoli, a 2004 Columbia gradu-
ate, said he wiU again start Brad 
Bruntyn, the slugger who once 
played professionally in Mexico, at 
Commentary 
Say it like you mean 
it, Giambi 
flfSt base. Also returning is team 
president and catcher Chris 
Schroeder, and Piccoli said fans 
should keep an eye on a new pitch-
er named Marty Headrick. 
"Oh man, I'd build my whole 
team around Brad," Piccoli said. 
"He's just that good. And Marty's 
got all the stuff. He' ll probably be 
No.2 in the rotation ." 
The Coyotes arc a club baseball 
team, so just about anyone associ-
ated with Columbia can play. 
Teachers, alumni, students and 
administrators all have a shot at 
making the starting lineup-if they 
make it past the tryouts. 
The Coyotes are now entering 
their fifth season. To get them 
ready, Coach Piccoli started prac-
tices two weeks earlier this year. 
The team has been tuning up at an 
See Baseball, Page 7 
A&E 
Open wide 
'Superdorm' retail 
space up for grabs 
o Bookstore joins 7-Eleven on VCC's first floor 
Since the University Center of 
Chicago opened last summer, two 
businesses have leased space on the 
ground floor, and offic ials say the 
remaining space could be fi lled this 
year. 
Of the approximately 29,000 
square feet of retail space available 
in the building known as the 
"Superdorm," 525 S. State St.. 
about 6,000 square feet is occu-
pied, said Mark Pranaitis, owners' 
representative for the University 
Center. 
Originally, Pranaitis said, the 
space was expected to be filled by 
last September, but only two busi-
nesses so far-7-Eleven and Books 
in the City-have signed leases 
and opened their doors. 
In September, Columbia's offi-
cials said that the "Superdonn"'s 
leasing duties were moved from a 
third party to in-housc. The retail 
space was not filled as quickly as 
antic ipated, and the owners were 
concerned about the building's 
financial situation. 
According to Pranaitis, Saum 
Realty Group Inc. originally han-
dled the leasing process. Once the 
retai l space was filled, U.S. 
Equities Realty LLC, the company 
that manages the University 
Center, was to handle any further 
leasing duties. But when Baum's 
contract ended last faU and the 
space was still empty, U.S. Equities 
took control and was ahead of 
schedule. 
While U.S. Equities manages the 
"Superdonn," a separate division 
handles leasing, Pranaitis said. The 
leasing process "is going similarly" 
with U.S. Equities, he said. 
"Except now they have a real 
Ben Pancoastl The Chronicle 
The Tonkawa Theatre Tribe pertorms lheir trial run of the musical 
'Hair.' The show runs at the Strawdog Theatre, 3829 N. 
Broadway Ave. through March 6. 
'Hair' Apparent 
o Columbia grads, students tackle ' fIrSt rock musical' 
By Trish Bendix 
Assistant ME E!ilor 
Columbia theater students in 
the Tonkawa Theatre Tribe arc 
taking it all off in thei r production 
of the original rock musical "Hair, 
the American Tribal Love-Rock 
Musical" for their engagement at 
the Strawdog Theatre. In the most 
stunn ing scene, a split second 
before the close of the first act, 
the cast of 14 sheds thei r clothes. 
" In other productions, it 's done 
very differently," said cast mem-
ber and Columbia student 
Danie lle Boyd. "The way we 
want to do it, ponraying Claude 
[the main charac terJ as being 
stripped of everything, and us as a 
tribe supporting him, we have to 
stri p ourse lves to be able to 
understand what he's all about." 
And though the nudity might be 
controversial , the sex-powered, 
drug-induced "Hair" tackles other 
taboo subjects such as morality, 
sexuality, violence and rac ism 
whi le fo llowing the li ves of 
Claude, Woof, Berger, Sheila, 
Crissy and Hud. 
See Hair, A&E Page 24 
City Beat 
From airport to 
amphitheater 
Page 17 ISuFipIet1rtent Page 26 Page 39 
t/lVm ColumblaChronlcle com 
NEWS & NOTES 
Andrew Greiner 
Editor-in-Chief 
Marriage goes to the dogs 
T hi s could give a who le new meaning to be ing in the doghouse. 
Last week in Springfi e ld. Mo., 
two dogs, Tweezer. a 2-year-old 
Maltese. and Linus a younger 
Maltese , j oined toget her in the 
bonds of holy matrimony. 
Tweezer. the bride, was 
decked out in full ma trimonial 
gC<lr. She wa lked the aisle al 
Ted E. Bea r 's Toy Facto ry in 
Missouri. complete with head-
d ress and vei l. Li nus, the 
groom, sported a tuxedo top and 
no panls, because they pro bably 
couldn't fit over hi s tail. 
The con nubial can ines 
exchanged vows (or possibly 
bow wows). munched on some 
cake wi th about 20 of their clos-
es! dogg ie fr ie nds. and j ett ed o ff 
for a gli tzy honeymoon in the 
backyard of their owners' home. 
As sweet as Ihe cere mony 
was, the weddi ng has dogs 
across the nat ion barking over 
what has become a nati onal 
debate about marri age . 
The con troversy revo lves 
around the issue of same breed 
couples. Bo th Linus and 
Tweezer are from the Maltese 
breed , and rules aga inst same-
breed marri ages have been in 
effec t in the dog community for 
sOllle time. Alt ho ug.h sa me-
brecd dating and some mating 
has cl mt! ll11cd, consc rva ti vt: 
groups are del; ry ing the mar-
ri age as the final straw. 
McGruff the Crime Dog, 
spokesman for the Can ine 
Conservatives Corps, a con-
g lomeration of pups with a tra-
ditional bent, went on record 
this week with the CCC's posi-
tion. 
"We do not condone same-
-Kurt Flowers, 
Senior, Illustration 
breed marriages in any way. 
shape o r form," sa id the veteran 
public serv ice announcer. "Do 
yo ur part; take a bite o ut of 
crimes- against the sin of intra-
bred couples ." 
However, some sources say 
that McGruff has been seen 
sniffing arou nd numerous other 
ho und dogs. McGruff refused to 
comment on the alleged sniff-
ing. 
The Linus and Tweezer mar-
riage has rallied support on both 
s ides o f the issue. Liberal dog 
camps have stood up fo r the 
ri ght s o f can ines, say ing that 
while they don ' t unders tand 
inl raspec ies marri age. they will 
suppo rt the dogs' choice. 
Leading the charge for the lib-
eral dog camp is Moose, the 
Jack Russe ll Terrier who made a 
name for himself playi ng 
"Eddie" on the s itcom "Frasier." 
He is pu ll ing together support 
from the arts community to 
launc h a series of benefit con-
ce rts ca ll ed "Dog Aid" in honor 
of Tweezer and Li nus' union. 
Scooby 000, of the famed 
Scooby and Shaggy duo. along 
with his nephew Scrappy 0 00, 
fronted the money to host a 
same-breed pride parade in the 
heart o f downtown St. Louis. 
Scuoby is an un~xpcc led ad vo-
( al e for canine same-breed mar-
riag!.; ; S( lrn c previous fam il y 
problems swayed him . 
"Rafter my ri ster got pregnant 
with Rrappy's ritter, the rhole 
fami ly ro ld her roo stay wi th the 
father," Scooby said. "Rrut 
same-breed rarriage just rasn ' t 
done in rhose days, so he reft 
her. If only he rould have 
stayed-we ridn ' t notice that 
ranything was wrong until 
Rrappy was rabo ut 10 ronths 
o ld." 
" Re ver s ince then, ri've sort 
of rad to be a fat her to that 
ressed up ri u le pup. Hee hee, 
Scooby dooby doo," Scooby 
sa id . 
Scrappy had no comment on 
the debate and o nl y mustered a 
hal f- hea rted " Puppy Power" as 
he trotted away with h is uncle 's 
giant paw on hi s shoulder. 
Meanwhile, members of the 
CCC we re hound ing the 
Missouri leg islature to nulli fy 
the union . 
" Eve r s ince the M.U.T.T. act 
o f 1972 dogs have worked to 
tear down the c lass di stinction 
created by pure breeding. The 
mission of canine kind must 
continue to be the real ization of 
mutually uni versal tail traits ," 
McGruff said during a CCC 
press conference. 
Just eight days after their 
wedding, Linus and Tweezer 
have become the unlikely heroes 
of an ent ire canine subculture 
and the center of a nationwide 
debate. The couple is tryingp 
their best to handle the spot-
light. 
" Linus is a mess. He j ust ru ns 
around the back yard in ci rcles 
till he drops. Then he ge ts up 
and does it ag.:ll n:' Tweeze r 
said. "I can't get him to stop. 
I k was never like Ihis be fore 
we were married but I think thi s 
c ircus is driving him crazy. 
" You know, all we wanted to 
do was move into our littl e dog 
house buill for two and enjoy 
each o thers' company, and 
ma ybe share a few bones," 
Tweezer said . 
-agreiner@citrofliciemaii.com 
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• By the book 
To celebrate African American 
Pride, the Columbia College 
Bookstore, 624 S. Michigan Ave., 
welcomes Chuck Smith of the 
Theater Department and author 
of Seven Black Plays on Feb. 22 
at4p.m. 
The fo llowing day, Feb. 23, the 
bookstore will host Valeri e 
Wilson Wes ley, author of Ail! ~ 
Nob(}(ly's Business If 1 Do and 
Fiction Writing Departmen t 
iln i"; l in -rcsidcnc~. at 4:30 p.m. 
Both events are free. 
"'or //Ior(' illformrttio//. co//Wet 
'Sonja Smalley (ll (312) 344-7712. 
• Concept art 
Arti st Ad ia Millett lec tures 
about the thoughts and concerns 
behind her installations, photo-
graphs and embroidery projects 
on Feb. 23 in Room 203 of the 
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. 
Wabash Ave. 
The free lecture takes place 
All forecas ts provided by-
AccuWeather.com-©2005 
from 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. 
For more informatioll, COll1act 
the Student Life Office at (3 12) 
344-7569. 
• Some creative space 
The recept ion for "Creative 
Space: Fifty Yea rs of Robert 
Blackburn 's Printmaking 
Workshop" will be presented by 
C-Spaces and the Glass Cunain 
Ga llery on Feb. 24 from 5 p.m. to 
8 p.m. 
The exhibit, featuring work by 
Blackburn , his collaborators and 
students, ru ns in the Glass 
Curtai n Ga ll ery of the 110-+ 
Cent er. 1104 S. Wabash /\ve . 
Ih rolJl.!h M;u'dl :!5 
Deborah Cullen, curatnr of FI 
Mu!>co Del Barrio ga llery in Ni,;W 
York City, discusses Blackburn's 
life and work at 6 p.m. during the 
reception. The event is free. 
For more ill/ormation, call the 
Glass Curtain Gallery at (312) 
344-6650. 
• Dance African 
The Dance Center opens its 
AfroContempo Festi va l with 
Senegalese dancer and choreog-
rapher Germaine Acogny, who 
will perform "Tchourai'," a solo 
piece choreographed by West 
African Sophiato u Kossoko. 
The performance takes place 
on Feb. 25 and 26 at 8 p.m. in 
the Dance Center, 1306 S. 
Michigan Ave. 
The performance costs $24 
for general admission with a 20 
percent dis~ount for Columbia 
employees and $5 tickets for 
students. 
For more in/ormation, call tfle 
Dance Center box office at 
(3 /2) 344-8300. 
If you have an 
upcoming 
event or 
announce-
ment, call The 
Chronicle's 
news desk 'at (312) 344-~254 
or e-mail 
chronicle@ 
colum.edu. 
February 21, 2005 
Trustee'left 
his mark'on 
Columbia 
o Davis valued social 
development, education 
Milton Davis, a Co lumbia life· 
time trustee and founder of 
Chicago's ShoreBank Corp. , died 
in his South Side home of cancer 
Feb. 11 . He was 73. 
Davis became a member of 
Columbia's board of trustees in 
1978 and was a dri vi ng force 
behind the Center for Black Music 
Research in its early years. 
"Milton Davis was a great friend 
of Columbia College Chicago," 
wrote Columbia President Dr. 
Warrick L. Carter in an e-mail 
statement. "As a trustee, he lent us 
hi s wisdom and counsel for morc 
than two decades. He left his mark 
on th is college in many ways, 
including his active support fo r 
and leadership in the creat ion of 
the Center for Black Music 
"He was accessible. He 
cared about the develop-
ment of the community 
and its people. He gave 
his all." 
-Abena Joan Brown, 
president of ETA 
Creative Arts 
Research, the only research center 
in the world focusing on the music 
of the African diaspora. We mourn 
hi~ loss. He will be missed." 
In 1973, Davis purchased the 
South Shore Bank (now 
Shore Bank) with James Fletcher 
and current ShoreBank offic ials 
Rona ld Grzywinski and Mary 
Houghton . The bank was slated to 
move downtown, but under Davis' 
leadership, it remained in the 
South Shore neighborhood for the 
purpose of providi ng African-
Americans equal access to capital, 
sa id Bob Nash, vice chair of 
Shore Bank Corp. 
As the bank's presiden t and, 
later, its chairman, Davis helped 
invest $2 billion in development of 
Chicago's South and West sides. 
With Davis, Shore Bank funded 
major franchises in Chicago, 
including the city's first 
McDonald's, Nash said. 
" He was the soul of this bank," 
Nash said. "He represented the 
hopes and dreams of people on the 
South Side of Chicago." 
One organization that benefited 
from ShoreBank and Davis' sup-
port is Chicago's ETA Creative 
Arts Foundation, an institution of 
African-American arts founded in 
See Davis, Page 8 
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Enrollment springs up 
o Preliminary numbers suggest increase in student body for 2004-2005 academic year, officials say 
By Jennifer Sabella 
News Editor 
The college announced that 
pre liminary numbers show a 4.4 
percent increase. in enrollment 
for the spring 2005 semester. But 
that's a loss of992 students since 
the fa ll semester. 
These data were provided by 
the Office of Institutional 
P lan ning and Research . Final 
figures are due out by the end of 
thi s mon th. Despi te losing close 
to 1,00 0 s tudent s since las t 
semeste r, college offi cial s still 
claim they arc on track with 
their goals. The final numbers 
should show an increase of more 
than 3 percenl over last spring's 
enrollment, acco rding to 
Elizabcth Silk, director of 
Ins ti tut ional Research. 
Administrators arc not worried 
about the loss of students and sa id 
it was normal in higher education. 
" It 's not at a ll uncommon," 
said Steve Kapelke, provost and 
vice president o f academic 
affairs. "Some students beg in a 
program and then they decide for 
one reason or another that pro-
gram isn 't ri ght for them, or 
sometimes it 's for financ ial rea-
sons and they withdraw at the 
beginning o f the spring semes-
ter." 
Kapelke said co lleges in ge~­
era l lose students between the 
fa ll and spring semesters, and 
Columb ia's numbers show that 
statement to be true. During the 
2003-2004 school year, 
Columbia's enrollment dropped 
8 percent between the fall and 
spring semesters , and so far thi s 
year, there has been a 9 percent 
drop, according to the data from 
Insti tutiona l Research. 
However, at the same time, the 
college experienced a spike in 
transfer student enrollment. 
Transfer s tudent enrollment 
increased by 20 percent from las t 
spring, with close to 470 s tu-
dents transferring to Columbia 
thi s spring. Kape lke credits 
Columbia 's recruitment efforts . 
Last year, spring tra ns fer enroll -
ment total ed 394 students. 
"We' re targe ting our recruit-
ment efforts at transfer stu-
dents," Kapel ke said. 
Mark Kell y, vice president of 
s tudent affairs, told The 
C hronicle this fall that if the stu-
dent body continues to grow by 
3 to 4 percent each year, new 
facilities may have to be pur-
chased . The Office of Campus 
Environment recently hired an 
outs ide company to look into 
j ust how much space Columbia 
may need. 
"Generall y, I think our enroll-
ment numbcrs are as good as 
they a re because of the quality 
and the nature of our programs ," 
Kape lke said. 
On lOp of new student enroll -
ment , there is a 4.5 percent 
increase in contin u ing under-
gradu ate enrollment. Continuing 
underg raduates are students who 
have stayed at Columbia from 
the fall or from previous yea rs. 
'; Based upon last yea r, we 
would expect some continued 
growth [within the next week]," 
sa id Mark Lloyd, as s istant vice 
president of marketing and com-
mUlllca tl ons . 
Currently, there are 9,362 stu -
dents regi stered for the spring 
semester, and the Office of 
In stitutional Plann ing and 
Research expects it to ~xceed 
9,600 by the time the numbcrs 
are fina lized. 
Artist turns critical eye to hip-hop 
o Exhibition of multimedia artwork draws attention to popular culture as part of African Heritage seri es 
By Jeff Danna 
New,) Editor 
Artist Ayanah Moor's work spar-
ingly covers the white walls of 
Columbia's A&D 11th Street 
Gallery. But while ornamentation is 
limited, the exhibit is packed with 
her personality 
Through March 2, the A&D 
Gallery, 72 E. II th St., is displaying 
selec ted pieces by printmaker and 
multimed ia artist Moor as pal1 or 
Columbia's Black History Month 
celebration, Blac k Artists: 
Community and Context. The exhi-
bition feanl res work that reflects 
Moor's personal connection to hip-
hop and corrunentary on the social 
aspects of black culture. 
'" wouldn 'l say that the focus of 
my art is hip-hop," Moor said. " I 
would say I'm interested in ideas of 
vernacu lar and black popular cu l-
ture, and so my interest in art kind 
of pushes up against my interest in 
that subject matter." 
Moor, who grew up in Norfolk, 
Va ., and moved to Philadelphia to 
attend graduate school at Temple 
Uni versity, said she has been 
invested in hip-hop culture from its 
beginning in the late 1970s. She 
recalls be ing 6 years old in 1979 
and be ing fascinated with the music 
and culture's celebratory nature. 
Since then, she has taken an 
interest in observing hip-hop's evo-
lution into what she ca lls its "blac k 
nationalist era," "hippie era" and 
the "bling era of today." 
Moor's displayed work is a rep-
resentation of her interests in a vari-
ety of media. Included are exam-
ples of printmaking, sound collage 
and video. 
One piece is a series of enlarged 
notecards, each conta ining a ques-
tion about hip-hop and a handwrit-
ten answer. For example, one card 
features a lyric by rapper LiI' Kim 
and asks the reader to identify the 
boldface tenns "shade" and "ice" in 
the context of the verse. 
The cards included in the piece 
were originally used as parts of a 
casual perfonnance Moor conduct-
ed. She handed a card with a ques-
Courtesy Art and Design Department 
Pennsylvania-based artisl Ayanah Moor creates work that uses self-portraits 10 address personal 
and cullural ideas, as in this piece titled "Halla Black." Moor's work is on display through March 2 
in the A&D 11th Street Gallery, 72 E. 11th St. 
tion on it to someone she met, and 
that person would write down an 
answer. 
"Based on that interact ion," 
Moor said, "we'd start having a 
very illteresting conversation that 
would reveal your knowledge of 
rap music, your knowledge of black 
popular culture, your knowledge of 
slang and then your percept ion of 
me as an expert based on me giving 
you the card, based on race or based 
on the way I'm dressed." 
Amy Mooney, an art hi story 
teacher at Columbia, was instru-
mental in organizing Moor 's exh ib-
it. Mooney first became aware of 
Moor and her work through the 
downtown Chicago printmaking 
studio Anchor Graphics. 
As co-chair of the Africa n 
Heritage Committee, Mooney 
found that Moor's work fit with the 
"culture and context" theme of 
examining the cultura l implications 
of modem African-American art. 
The pieces in the Moor exh ibit 
address ideas o f identity and own· 
ership in black popular cu lture that 
will hopefu lly generate discussion, 
Mooney said . 
"[Moor's pieces] are very revea l-
ing in the way a self-portrait would 
be, but they don't look necessarily 
like a self-portrait," Mooney sa id. 
A piece in the A&D Gallery 
Moor believes works in this man-
ner is "a n r," a sound co llage creat-
ed with her friend and fe llow artist 
Rick Gribenas, who is now pursu-
ing a Master of Fine Art at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago. 
Moor describes the collage as a 
dialogue of sound with Gribenas 
manipulating music by using 
records and a turn table and Moor 
answering with random samples of 
music from CDs. People who visit 
the exh ibit can listen to an 11-
minute loop of this dialogue. 
"We both d id work on the theme 
of ident ity," Gribenas said of the 
piece's origins. "We had a mutual 
respect for each other 's work , and it 
seemed natura l to get together." 
TIle two artists met at Carnegie 
Me llon Univers ity in Pirtsburgh, 
where Moor has taught drawing 
and printmaking classes s ince 
1999. 
As a teacher, Moor is intrigued 
by the way hip-hop has become a 
part of mainstream cu lture, particu-
larly in academic institu tions. In 
recent years, she said, professors 
have examined hip-hop as a viable 
art fonn. Moor enjoys exploring 
this phase in hip-hop's evo lution . 
For instance, w ith her self-por-
trait " thugn iggainte llectllal," Moor 
takes a look at notions on gender in 
hip-hop. In the picture, Moor is 
stand ing with her feel shoulder-
w idth apart, her face expressionless 
as she stares at the camem. Her 
cloth ing is colorfu l and loose fitt ing. 
"Wearing very casual clothes and 
not smiling- some have interpret-
ed that as masculine or thai as 
aggressive when all I'm doing is 
wearing casual attire and not smil-
ing," Moor said . "That's one of the 
ways I'm trying to play with this 
idea of portraiture." 
Whi le Moor asks many questions 
through her work, she docs not 
otTer any clear answers. She hopes 
Columbia students bring the ir own 
ideas to the ex hi bition. ~ 
In addition to her show, Moor 
wi ll a lso discuss some of the ideas 
she explores as an al1ist, including 
the academ ic study of hip-hop cul-
tu re, in a lecture as a part of 
Colum bia's Art Talks series on 
Ma rch I. 
4 February 21, 2005 
Working on a film and run out of money? 
Got an idea for an art exhibit? 
Have you always wanted to curate your own photography show? 
Are you writing the Great Asian American novel 
and need a new typewriter? 
The Center for Asian Arts and Media wants to help you! 
APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILAB .... 
brablished;n 1974, II/herr P Wellman Memof/JI ~ch()IJr;hlp may be .l'v,lffled to Jdvanced Imde'8'Jduale or griKltJ.illft t~ 
In "n ... "tIS or communicallOns fIeld who hav ' b('8"O J <!>t'nfie prOjecl Ihat 1$ SIgnillci/OI in scope and requite financial suppott 
In order 10 /K. comple ed. 
Playing for funds 
Eric Dlvlsffhe Chronicle 
Trumpeter Roy Hargrove performs at the HotHouse, 31 E. Balbo Drive, Feb, 
17, The concert raised money for the Open Doors Scholarship Fund that 
benefits graduates of Chicago Public High Schools who would like to attend 
Columbia. 
Graduate program 
under construction 
o Course curricula would not change with reorganization 
. By Andrew Greiner 
Editor-in.chiel 
The graduate school at Columbia may be 
changing focus. 
School offic ials plan to rearrange the 
departtnent's current function as a stand· 
alone entity that handles administrative and 
educational functions. The change, which is 
still in the proposal stages, would place 
graduate studies under the supervision of the 
school's three deans, The graduate school 
would be re-named the Office of Graduate 
Administration and Student SelVices. 
Keith Cleveland, the acting dean of the 
graduate school for the past four years, said 
the process should streamline the graduate 
education at Columbia. 
Th~ graduate curriculum won' t be affect~ 
ed bX the transition; the graduate department 
'wi ll simply change its focus from academics 
to administrative work. The first layer of 
education will still go through department 
chairs and the classes will continue to be 
taught by Columbia facul ty, Cleveland said. 
But changes to the cu rricu lum, such as 
deve loping new courses and programs and 
eliminating o ld ones, will fa ll on the shoul-
ders of the tluee deans: Doreen Bartoni , 
dean of the school of media arts; Cheryl 
Johnson·Odim, dean of the school of liberal 
arts and sciences; and Leonard Lehrer, dean 
of the school of fine and perfomting arts. 
"This change should do nothing but 
strengthen the programs," Oeveland said. 
"The three deans are more than capable." 
Three graduate on ly programs at 
Columbia-dance movement therapy, inter-
disc iplinary arts and educational studies-
will remain unchanged, but will fall under 
their respective dean. 
If ratified, the changes would take 18 
months to complete and the new makeup of 
the department would be in place by fall 
2006. 
" It could be done earlier," C leveland said. 
.. It just depends on how many bumps we hit 
along the way." 
C leveland's title will change along with 
his department. He wi ll go from act ing dean 
of the graduate school to dean of graduate 
adm in istration and student services. His 
office will continue to hand le graduate stu-
dent maners, but will be more focused on 
the administrative aspects of the program, 
such as providing information about grants 
and loans, handl ing graduate student admis~ 
sions, assisting students with registration 
issues and certifying students for graduation. 
The reasons why this change is necessary 
are a linie less specific than the details of the 
change itself. 
"There is no dramatic thing that I can say 
about it. Like thi s terrible thing happened so 
this is being done. No, it didn't work that 
way," Cleveland said . " It's really an effort 
to think again about the way that the college 
reorganized itse lf and to try to figure out 
whether that reorganization , that was done a 
few years ago, could be improved upon. 
The decision was that it could." 
Steven Kape lke, the school's provost and 
the engineer of the proposed changes, said 
the shift should not be seen as a response to 
anything negative about the program. He 
added that it is s imply a qua lity control 
measure. 
" I think the graduate office has been badly 
overworked. It was hard for ... C leve land to 
handle all of the educati onal functions as 
well as the administrat ive oversight. The 
fact is that it was overstressed," Kape lke 
said. "The first objective of the graduate 
school is educational quality." 
Kapelke pointed oul that these changes 
are still in the proposal stage, but he sa id he 
is optimistic the changes wi ll go through. 
" It has the support of [Pres ident Warrick 
L Carter)," Kapelke said. 
Graduate enro llment at Columbia has 
declined slightly during the past few semes· 
teTS . Graduate school enrollment for 2004 
went from 646 students in the fall to 599 stu~ 
dents in the spring, according to data pro-
vided by the Office of Institutional Planning 
and Research . Enrollment 2005 numbers are 
expected soon. 
¥ 
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College evaluates 
space situation 
o Architects survey students to understand campus geography 
By Alan Baker 
Associate Editor 
In response to a perce ived space crunch 
on Columbia's campus, co llege officials 
contrac ted an outside research firm to 
look into the school's space needs . 
Student enroll ment has steadily 
increased for thc past few years and this 
semester officials are report ing a 4.4 per· 
cen t increase. 
Alicia Berg, vice president of campus 
environment, hired Va le rio Dewalt Tram 
to conduct a survey of Columbia 's stll~ 
dents, facult y and staff for ideas on how 
to hand le the g rowing stude nt popU lation . 
Vale rio Dewalt Tra in, a Chicago arch i· 
tec lural fiml, is in the midst of eva luat ing 
all of Columbia 's deparlmcnts "to get an 
idea of where people are throughout cam· 
pus," said Ra ndall Mattheis, principa l of 
the company. 
Because Columbia consists of 14 
buildings spread throughout the South 
Loop, the main focus of the study is to 
determine how students interact. 
"Columbia is unique . People only 
know people within their own disci · 
pline," Mattheis said. 
To understand the spacing of s tudents 
around campus, the finn is currently cre· 
ating a student survey. The survey is 
essentially an online diary for students, 
where they are encouraged to cata logue a 
typical day at Columbia, such as what 
time they arrive, where they go, what 
they do and even where they eat lunch. 
The survey is currently in its trial run . 
Valerio Dewalt Train distributed the 
on line questionnaire to 20 students to 
work out bugs for accuracy and confu· 
sion. Within a week the survey will be e· 
mailed to all students, inviting them to 
describe their stay on campus. 
The issue of departmental space is also 
brought up in the survey. 
" We need to unde rstand what depart -
ments use what space," Berg said. 
The growing student enrollmen t and 
the influx of students actually living on 
campus has placed a premium on space. 
" We want the administration to ha ve an 
unders tanding of how the school is grow-
ing and poss ibly crea te space in the 
future," Mattheis said . 
Columbia is one of the only co ll eges in 
Chicago that doesn' t have a student cen· 
ter. Because Berg 's main focus is on the 
students, she said, "a student center is 
absolute ly part of the process."' 
"With a well des igned and promoted 
student center I th ink more students 
would interact together," sa id Kel sey 
Wild, a sophomore fi ction wr iting major. 
"The cha llenge is how the co ll ege wi ll 
find the funds to make the studen t cen ter 
become a reality," said Mark Ke ll y, vice 
president of student affairs. 
He said the money must come from 
fund·rai s ing or some sort of capi tal cam~ 
paign, not tuition. 
" It can only be built if we can find a 
contributed income," Kelly said. 
There has long been a proposa l on the 
table to b\Jild a student center in the space 
where Buddy Guy's Legends s its. But 
stalls in a necessary land swap between 
the college and Buddy Guy's have kept 
the plan on hold . 
The space survey is only the first phase 
in the planning process for those 
involved to get a sense of the cha ll enges 
ahead. 
Va lerio Dewalt Train wi ll cont i nut! to 
conduct research to determine the co l· 
Icge's long-te rm vis ion while max imiz· 
ing the current space. 
" It's a vision on how to grow in the 
South Loop," Berg said . 
The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago 
1014 S. Michigan at 11'h St. 
Concert H a I I Events 
Mondav February 21 
Maggie Brown in Concert 
12:30 PM 
Wednesday February 23 
Cerqua Rivera Art Experience 
12:30 PM 
Free performance, reservations 
required call : 312/344·6300 
Thursday February 24 
Cerqua Rivera Art Experience 
12:30 PM 
Free performance, reservat ions 
required call : 312/344·6300 
Friday. February 25 
Cerqua Rivera Art Experience 
7 :30 PM 
Tickets: $18 and $25 
For information: 773·847 -0305 
All events are free unless otherwise 
stated, For more info: 3121344·6300 
Music Center pianos provided 
by Ortigara's Musicville, Inc. 
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Ca mp' us 
Columbia s forum fn"' ..... ,ui 
MWFSu: 60, 8a, 100, 
Exposure 
Profifes of {olumbiit's flitm 
This week's 
MWfSu: 1 
Apply on-line at www.campchi.com or. call 
847.272.2301 to request an application. 
(amp (hi ~ the co'ed oyemight ramp at the KCJ o/OJkDgo located in the W'JSaJnSin OtIlt 
(omp rons from mid June-mid August. . 
GReaT SBLBRH / COOL peOPLe 
UnBeaTaBLe expeRience camp CHI-
J{( is a partnrrin ", •• , """m"","" •• ,,,,,,,,,,", . ,rt ',m" J,.;"" ... '.',."_., ,,.,.......,_,,,.,.."""' __ I-
STUDENT TRAVEL 
MAKE 
YOUR 
BREAK '--"""'" 
:fBeach 
" Panama City $179 "Cancun $549 
6 nights 81 the Beachfront 7 nights at the Margaritas Hostel 
Moderate tland Only) 
iZi.'ljp Europe 
"London " Rome $463 
6 nights at Youth Station Hostel 
and Ancient Rome City Tour 
"Barbados $739 
1 week lit the Caribee Beach 
Hotel 
indoor workout facility in Lyons, a 
near-west suburb of Chicago, since 
the second week of January. 
After this season the Colwnhia 
Coyotes are looking to join the 
National Club Baseball 
Association, a syndicate of college 
club teams based out of Pittsburgh. 
The larger conference would pit 
them against club teams from 
Southern Illinois, Ball State and 
Loyola universities. It would also 
give them a chance to compete jn 
the NCBA World Series. and an 
opportunity to be crowned national 
champions. 
While Piccoli is sure his team 
would do well in the NCB A 
league, he's not so sure they can 
go. 
Fees for the conference are 
SI,OOO annually, plus a one time 
entry fee of S5OO, said Sandy 
Sanderson, NCBA's president. 
Right now Schroeder, the team's 
. unofficial spokesman, is on a 
breakneck fund-raising campaign 
to make up the difference between 
their S500 student activities budget 
and the cost of entering the league. 
Schroeder has donated $500 of 
his own money to take advantage 
of a matching grant from the 
Student Organization Council, 
which will match donations up to 
$500. 
His fund-raising efforts included 
slinging discount tickets to a 
Second City show in the lobby of 
the Wabash Campus Building, 623 
S. Wabash Ave., and striking a deal 
with the campus bookstore to help 
them merchandise Columbia 
Coyote gear. 
The team's financial woes 
extend beyon9 the fees for the 
NCBA. Equipment for the team 
can get expensive. Their need for 
unifonns, mitts, and catcher's gear, 
for starters, has the Coyotes chew-
ing through their budget fast. 
The players all need new hel-
mets, the old helmets cracked after 
a few weeks spent in the back of a 
car in below-zero weather. 
"What can I say? We' re an 
expensive organization," Piccoli 
said. 
The Coyotes were already 
forced to bow out of a national 
tournament for financial reasons. ' 
After winning ' the Wisconsin-
Illinois Baseball Conference tour-
nament last year, the team received 
an invitation to play in a national 
spring tournament in Florida, but 
again lack of funds made the trip 
unfeasible. $0 the team has set 
their sights on other, more local 
challenges. 
Schroeder is in the process of 
setting up a few games at the 
University of Ill inois at Chicago, 
and a deal to play Robert Morris 
College, a Division I school, is all 
but inked, Schroeder said. 
" If we can beat a Division I 
school, that's pretty notable," 
Schroeder said. "I believe we can 
beat 'em. We're a lot better than 
we were last year. We gained a lot 
oftalent." 
However, the team's mission has 
not changed. The Coyotes are still 
looking to extend their fan base 
and gain loyalty within the 
Colwnbia community. 
Last year's breakout season 
helped. The team gained local 
media attention with articles about 
the team's success appearing in 
The Chronicle and Chicago 
.......... 
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Journal. The Kane County 
Cougars, a semi-pro organization, 
honored the Coyotes during a July 
game, and, according to Schroeder, 
Columbia's admissions office has 
agreed to fly the team's banner in 
its lobby. 
"Any attention we can get is 
great," Schroeder said. "And the 
more fans we can get out to our 
games, the better." 
The Coyotes will open their sea-
son mid-April, although they are 
still unsure of exactly what their 
schedule will look like. 
"Right now it looks like Apri l 8, 
but we're trying to get a couple of 
games before that," Schroeder 
said. 
Courtesy Mike Monn 
Coyotes Coach Anthony 
Piccoli takes some practice 
swings at their indoor training 
facility in Lyons, Ill. 
I \ ~- j., r 
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Retail Conlimledftom Front Page 
building ,'hey can show, as venience store's location in the 
opposed to just plans they can "Superdorm." 
po int 10," Pranaitis sa id. "Business has been good with 
Because the Univers ity Center is the student support." Kurian said. 
now open, he hopes the remaining "We have that student base." On 
ft!lail space will be filled by an average day, the 7-Eleven 
September 2005. brings in about S2,(X)() to $4,000. 
" It 's hard to r:-----;---=---,- he~id . 
kase space ,ha' ' ''I thlnI< a lot of Columbia Books in 'he 
doesn't exist," students didn't KnQW we , City, the most 
I'ranaiti s sa id were here at first . . ~~you recent business to 
"A nd the space can't open in three dayi' move into the 
didn't really exist and expect miracles." U n i v e r si t y 
lImil July." Center, opened 
The first busi- I' its doors to coin-
ness to move in, -C~ristY COcO; manager; cide with the 
7 - E I eve n , Books in the City beginning of 
opellt.:d in the Co l u m b i a's 
t;'l l. and Books in the City, a book spring semester, when students 
retailer, opened Feb. 11. Two more would be shopping for new text-
it:ases arc close to being finalized, books, said store manager Christy 
Pranaiti s sa id . Coco. 
While he could not say specifi - For a brand new store, Coco 
ca lly what the two businesses are. said, business has been steady as 
he sa id one is a bakery and sand- students have gradually noticed 
wich shop, and the other is an ice the store's close location to school. 
cream shop. " I think a lot of Columbia stu-
A hair sa lon and a tanning salon dents didn ' t know we were here at 
have also expressed interest in the first. You can't open in three 
"Superdorm" retail space, but days and expect miracles," she 
those negotiations have not pro- said last week. 
gressed as far as the others, Coco said she hopes Books in 
Pranaitis said. the City'S new locat ion will be 
"From the beginning, we beneficial to students in the South 
searChed tor businesses that would Loop the way the business' 
be seen as amenities to the build- Lincoln Park location is to DePaul 
ing." he said . This means bringing students. 
in businesses that would be benefi- Pranaitis said he has seen that 
cinl not just to the students living the businesses open in the 
in the University Center, but also University Center have already. 
to all South Loop residents. attracted the attention of students 
Tom Kurian. owner of the 7- and South Loop residents. 
Eleven franchise in the " I was just in [Books in the 
"Superdorm," rents a 2,500 City1, and there were Columbia 
square-toot area oflhe retail space. students buying textbooks," he-
lle said he is pleased with the con- said . 
Davis Continuedfrom Page 3 
1971. When ETA purchased a 
South Side stonn door factory to 
serve as the site of its operation, 
Davis recognized the group's 
potential and accompanied co-
founder Abena Joan Brown on cor-
porate and foundation calls. 
In 1978, Davis became ETA's 
first board chainnan. 
" He was accessible," Brown 
said. "He cared about the develop-
ment of the community and its 
people, He gave his all." 
This idea of community involve-
ment by a bank spread across the 
United States and to other coun-
tries. ShoreBank employees 
brought Davis' leadership and 
banking philosophies to impover-
ished areas of South Africa and 
Ghana, teaching bankers how to 
lend money' to a broader spectrum 
of people, 
According tb Nash, Davis val~ 
ued education, which is why he 
was enthusiastic about his involve-
ment with Columbia A graduate of 
Morehouse College in Georgia, 
Davis realized not everyone had 
access to the same levels o(!eam-
~:.. I'. 'r'''> 
February~1 ; 2005 
ing, and he reached out to the less 
fortunate, Nash said. 
It was this compassion and out-
reach that those ci{)se to Davis will 
miss the most. 
"I feit what one could expect 
when someone close makes a tran-
sition," Brown said. '~We feel 
bereaved, but also philOsophipL 
He did his job, and he did it well." 
Davis is swvived by.! his ~ife, 
Gertrude "Trudy," -'daughter 
Shelley. son-in-law !Omar 
McRoberts, and JUa.nd-dat,orn'er 
Naima Davis"M,:Ro,be~:ts. 
CHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNI 
, FOR STUDENTS AT COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO 
\)q~S"~ll.W"f~1> S 
ART & DESIGN 
• pougial!s Fine Arts Award {Deadl:ne: ~prii 20?5} . 
• PrecIous Lashiey Fashion SCholarship {Deadline: Spring 200S} 
ARTS ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
• 1he ~ake /It. Derl' Scholarship (Dead!lne: May 20, 2~5) 
• PreciouS Lashley Fashion Schoiarshlp {Deadline: sprong 200S} 
• 1M Chuck Suber ScholarshiP (Deadline: March 15. 2005) 
ASL • ENGLISH INTERPRETATION 
• M!chael Fryzlllwicz Scholarship (Deadl ine: June 1. 2005) 
DANCE 
• Fore.st Foundation Scholarship (Deadline: Apr:1 8, 2oo5) 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
• Joan and Irving 1't2lrrls ScholarShip (Deadline: April 15. 2005) 
FICTION WRITING 
• John SChUltz and Betty Shif lett Story Workshop Scholarship 
{Deadline: March 2005) 
Sylvia McNair Travel Story Scholarship {DeadI10El: March 2005} 
JDURNALISM 
John FIschetti ScholarshIp (Deadline: MarCh 4. 2005) 
Irv t(upcinet Media Arts Scholarship (Deadline: March 18. 200~) 
~~-'"'. ~X~)':~.~d: IO.: M.'c~ 18.2005) 
Albert Wei_mart Scllolershlp (Deadline: April 2005) 
AlumnI SCholarship (De£ldline: April 18, 200S) 
DElVId Rub in ScholarshIp (Deadline: April 1. 2005) 
Columbia t; 
L E G ! CHICAGO 
MARKETING COMMUNICATION 
• The Patr\cis McCarty schclarship Fund {Deadline: March .1.8. 2005) 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
• )(odak Scholarship (Deadline: May 6. 2005) 
RADID ' 
• Irv Kupcinel Media AIls SchOlarship (March 18. 2005) 
SENIOR SEMINAR 
• Jane Alexandroff senior Project ",ward lDeadHne: Sprlng 2005) 
TELEVISION 
• Ai Llra Scholarship {Deadline: March 18. 2005) 
• 1heine l yman Scholarship (Deadline: March 18. 2005) 
Irv Kupclnal Med!a Arts SchOlarship (Deadline: March 18 . 2005) 
THEATER ' 
• Setty Garrell Muslca! Th88\er Scholarship Fund {Deadline: May 2, 2005~ 
• D£lvid Talbot Cox SchOlarshiP FUnd t~eadllne: June 1. 2005} 
• Freshman Achievement Award (Deedhne: May 13. 2005) 
John Murbach SchoifllshipjDeslaner-In-Residenct (Deadline: May 2, 200!)) 
• Helen Fonl Dar. Scholarship (Deadline: March 2005) 
Hermann conewey'Schol8rshlp tOeedUne: March 18. 2005) 
• Hillery KalIsh Scholarship (Deadline: AprIl 1. 2005) 
Ron Pitt. ScholarShip (oeadilne: April 1. 2005) 
" 
COLUM,EDU/SCHOLARSHIPS 
February 21, 2005 
PAID ADVERTISEMENT 
UIC 
Bowling Alley and Billiards 
Arcade with Video and Pinball games 
Fitness Center and Swimming Pool 
Student Service Center providing general 
serVices and information 
DEPAUL UNIVERSITY 
Internet Cafe 
Copy Center 
Food Court (six restaurants) 
Country Market for fruits , veggies, flowers and baked goods 
Game Room with video games and pool 
NORTHWESTERN 
350 seat McCormick Auditorium 
Game Room with Pool, Ping Pong, Foosball , Air Hockey 
Food Court with Pizza, Ice Cream, Sushi, Grill, Deli 
Outdoor Equipment Rental Store 
Ceramic Art Studio 
Full Service Printing and Shipping Shops 
Video Rental 
Bank 
-liT 
Conference Rooms 
Copy and Postal Center 
Student Organization Offices 
Food Court 
-ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITy-,n 
9 
10 
SPACES 
GLASS 
curta i n 
GALLERY 
C33 HOKIN 
GALLERY CENTER 
FebRIIIy 21 ,~. 
conaway 
center 
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO 
POLYTHEISM OF GENDER 
CALL FOR WORK 
Siuce 1111" day of 0111 birth society has tiled to assign a gender \0 Olll ~e._ Advert's 
iog and the media provide a continuous assault, shaping oU/ldentltles J!ld lhe 
way we interact with one another. 
This is a call for work in ilny medii! th~t responds to how society conSlruc ts gender, 
for ,Ill April e~hibit In the HOktn Gallery 
2 ·d 3-d fashion photography him/video inst;Jlia\,oll performance 
The call i s open to all Columbia College Chicago sludenls 
Drop all work f(lr review along with any specia l presentation needs at 
the Hokin Anne~, 623 S. W(lbash Avenue, firST fl oo r 
DROP OFF OATES : 
M O N DA .... M ARC H 2 1 - WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23RO 
(SPM CUT-OF F ). 2005 . 
Work will be curated by members of Arts Communi ty Student Ofganflation 
O"fSl'~"S? Conla~! luht taUr, 312/344· 7696 
o ' ICa"e~OI"med" 
Co-sponsored by ICfSpaces and Arts Community Student o lgani l at ion 
IClS .. <~." •• ",,'on ",~' ... nl"""'" "" ..... ,".o<n'><'" 'I'"" 
Hokin Lunchtime Series 
Featuring ... 
Chris Paquette "Drum Master" 
TueJday. Fe~ 22,2005, 1 p.m - 3 p_m 
February 21 , 2005 
[c] ~ "L,~ .S ; ~ 11 HOKIN 'conawav GALLERY C E N TE R center 
~: :nTD~: C'::E.:=T=E.C::S--:'~r/D:-'GAllERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO 
The Endless War: Paintings by Susanna Tschurtz 
February 14, 2005-Aprill, 2005 
C33 Gallery 
33 E Congress, first floor 
hours: M-Th 9-7, F9-5 
Sat. byappt. 
Thursday, March I, 5-7pm, Reception with the Artist; LectUre at 6pm by Columbia College history Instructor Ray Lohne 
Born in Romania in 1938, Chicago-based artist Susanna Tschurtz became a refugee in war-ravaged Europe at age six. Tschurtz 
spent eight years of her young life in a refugee camp until she was able to immigrate to the United States in 1952. Her unique work 
transforms the experiences of her childhood into universal human suffering and Serves as a reflection of the contemporary struggle 
against inhumanity in places such as Yugoslavia, New York City on 9/ 11, Afghanistan, Sudan, and Iraq. 
Co-sponsored by.[C[Spaces, a division of Student Affairs, and the Department of liberal Education . Funded by student activity fees. 
Glass CURTAIN Gallery 
1104. Wabash first floor 
hours: T; W, F, 9·5, M, Th 9-7 
Sat. byappt. 
Creative Space: Fifty years of Robert Blackburn's Printmaking Workshop 
January 31-March 25, 2005 
Thursday, February 24, 5-8pm, Reception; Slide lecture at 6pm by Deborah Cullen, co-curator of Creative Space 
Robert Blackburn, who died in 2003, changed the course of American art through his graphic work and the Printmaking Workshop, 
which he founded in 1948. Creative Space inclOdes selections of Blackburn's pioneering abstract color lithogr~phy and a wide array 
of prints by noted students and collaborators. This is a library of Congress exhibition made possible through the generous support of 
Merrill Lynch. 
Sponsored by [C[Spaces/ Glass Curtain Gallery, a division of Student Affairs. Funded by student activity fees. 
[ c] ~~~tES~~ ~~,~ • CO~~re'P' 
;;.~ ~.;: CLEIIT£-..-..... c' .... u., .. OF COLUMBIA COLUGE CH'CAO. 
Albert P. Weisman Memorial Scholarship Exhibition 
February 14, 2005-March 19,2005 
Hokln Gallery 
6235_ Wabash Ave, flrst floor 
hours: M-Th 9-7, F9-5 
Sat. byappt. 
The Albert P. Weisman Memorial Scholarship Fund was established in 1974 to encourage Columbia College students to complete 
projects in all fields of communications. 
Sponsored by [C]Spaces, a division of Student Affairs. Funded by student activity fees. 
. .. ........... espoees.eolum.edu .. -- ....... ----
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Stories from colleges 
across the country 
A double check 
Officiuls from Western 
Kentucky Univers ity recenlly 
started a pi lot program in wh ich 
30 professors li se a website . 
www.lurnilin .com. to help mon-
itor plagIarism . 
Once a student completes a 
paper, it is submitted e lectroni -
ca lly 10 the site . The site's soft-
wa re then checks that paper 
against a database of 6 billion 
pages from s lUdcnt papers, pub-
lished papers. and books 
licensed from publishers. 
If it finds a matching para-
graph or more, it sends a mes-
sage to the professor reporting 
the similarities . 
Tumitin.com is currentl y' 
used by 4 ,000 univers ities in 60 
countries and receives 40,000 
papers a day, said founder John 
Berry. 
Berry described plagiarism as 
a lazy person 's sport that is eas-
ily tripped up by search engines 
such as Google. 
The Internet has also pro-
duced a slew of paper mills, 
websites offering to sell stu-
dents entire papers. Not only do 
these sites require subscrip-
tions, but many of the papers 
issued are registered at tur-
nitin.com. 
Students said they think 
Internet cheating was more 
prevalent in high school than in 
coUege because the penalties in 
college are more severe. What's 
really needed, say some 
experts, is a re-evaluation of 
university policies and teaching 
on issues such as cheating. 
Two-hour tongue 
One Washington State 
University couple's kiss lasted 
morc than two hours, a length 
that could beat some relation-
ships . 
Cameron Graves, a senior 
math major. and Rory Spence. a 
senior public relations major. 
won the first Ki ss-a- thon spon-
sored by WSU's KUG R radio 
station. 
Graves sa id their motivation 
to win the con test camc from 
"food. love and nothing to do." 
"And the flowers." Spence 
added. 
The three couples were com-
peting to win dinne r for two as 
we ll as a dozen roses. 
This was enough to merit 
hearty competition despite hav-
ing to undergo bouts of standing 
on one leg and raising their 
anns in the air, along with the 
constant cold and frequent 
remarks by onlookers. 
"We might have ·10 do this 
again," said Aisha Monem, a 
junior English and communica-
tions major and KUGR promo-
tion director. 
Dirty discovery 
Professors at Utah State 
University discovered revolu-
tionary bacteria that could act 
as a natural cleanser for con-
taminated soil around the 
world. 
Ron Sims, head of the biolog-
ical and irrigation engineering 
department, as well as biology 
professors Anne Anderson, 
Charles Miller and Joanne 
Hughes, discovered three 
unique microbes on a 
Superfund site, the. name given 
to sites in the U.S. 
Environmental Protection 
Agency rated as contaminated, 
in Libby, Mont.. 
The site had been contaminat-
Digging up history 
National News 12 
Bacon for books 
, .' _ . KAT I· . , . 
Lindenwood University student Gina Kientzy. of Silex, Mo., a Pork for Tuition 'prpg.\<!!)) 
participant, barters hogs ~s payment for her college tuition. The program is aimed at helP-' 
ing rural families send .tIleir children to school. ',"" '.' 
ed with a highly toxic hydrocar-
bon liquid, which polluted the-
underground water system of a 
nearby town. 
Sims lab tested the soil by 
sporting samples with a crys-
talline hydrocarbon 'in an effort 
to kill the toxin. However, 'the 
bacteria thrived and gained the 
ability to degrade existing car-
cinogens. 
The team now must isolate 
the DNA and detennine the size 
of chromosomes, which will 
verify how much sequencing 
will need to be done. The 
process could, take .nearly a 
year. 
"It will be useful for a lot of 
developing countries or coun-
tries that don't have a lot of 
f!loney for cleaning up contami-
nated sites," Miller said. 
The Netherlands, Poland and 
RUs,ia have sites that may COD-
tain some of the bacteria types. 
Officials are currently collabo-
rating witH the team to purify 
the locationS. 'The hope is that 
this knowledge will spread and 
all nationS'Will benefit. 
Stressed out students 
Baylor University students, 
like most others, are stressed 
. out, and experts say it may be 
hazardous to their health. 
StUdents are feeling the pres~ 
sure of hectic schedules. "I just 
don't have enough time in the 
day to get everything done," 
Meredith Johnston, sophomore, ~ 
said. '\ 
According to the University 
of Florida's Counseling Center 
website, "Sometimes parents, 
faculty and others tend to ideal-
ize their c911ege experience and 
remember it as that idyllic time 
when they had few worries or 
responsibilities. To students 
currently attending college, 
however, . the process is often 
stressful and frustrating." 
Dr. Jim Marsh, director of 
counseling services at Baylor, 
said he has seen more and more 
students experiencing crises 
and seeking counsel,ng. 
"Yes, [students] ~re stressed 
out-not just at Baylor, but 
nationally," Marsh said. 
He said there are a number of 
reasons cited as to why people 
in general are experiencing an 
overwhelming amount of stress. 
cuckoo for Cocoa Puffs and just 
about any other cereal they can 
find. 
"It's so good," Petlowany 
said, munching on her third of 
bowl the day. 
,."And :it's J easy," IJ/ !said 
Christina MorfeYf' "J 'i " ;: ' / 
"And it's quick," said Shalin 
Cooney. 
And apparently it's-common, 
this love affair between college 
kids and their cereal. 'ChHdre'l 
12 and under are by far the. 
biggest cQnsumers of ~erea1. 
But anecdotal evidence sug , 
gests that growing up doesn't 
mean growing out of cravings 
for a bowl, especially among 
teenagers and those just out of 
their teens. 
10 other words, . Trix aren ' t 
just for kids. 
"It's actually pretty amazing 
to see how many college kids 
love cereal," said Cooney, who 
with her roommates has a 12-
box stash on top of the refriger-
ator in their shared suite of 
rooms. 
The trend caught th.c eye of a 
couple of entrepreneurs, 
who've launched a chain of 
cereal-only restaurants, called 
Cereality,· in university towns. 
The first one opened right on 
the campus of Arizona State 
University; two others will fol-
low near campuses in 
Philadelphia and Chicago. 
Cereal fanatics can choose 
from 30 varieties, drown them 
in a variety of milks including 
soy, and finish them off with 
any of 30 toppings, including 
bananlS, almonds, M&Ms and 
marshmallows. 
The chain is looking to 
expand west, but will probably 
go first into Southern 
California, said I spokes-
womln. 
KAT 
Olivia Navarro Farr, right front , a graduate sludent at Soulhern Methodist University, 
takes notes at an archaeological site al EI Peru In northern Guatemala. SMU faculty and 
students are working on Ihe first modern survey of maJeslic ruined Mayan temples and 
palaces In Wake, an ancient city In In that counlry. . 
Stressful situations are some-
times unavoidable, but the 
physiological results of this 
stress can ollen be curtailed 
through meditation, scheduled 
relaxation times and realistic 
scheduling. 
Cereal solution 
Rachel Petlowlny Ind her 
roommate. I t Cilifornil Stite 
University-Monterey BlY Ire 
So cereal lovers like 
Petlowlny, Morley and Cooney 
will hive to stiele with fUniliv 
source. to aet their fix. 
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Free sites provide bare-bones tax assistance 
o Conven ience, ease of use may not be enough for fi lers who have complex situations or require more ass i'stance 
By Deborah Lohse 
KRT 
It is now possible for just 
about everyone to prepare a 
federal tax return on line and 
get it secure ly zapped to the 
I nlerna l Revenue Service com-
pletely free. 
But whether you want to use 
the free websites thi s year is 
anot her question a ltogether. 
Nineteen compan ies 
offer free fe dera l 
tax fi ling, and sever-
al of them- including 
II& R Block, TurboTax 
and TaxAct .com-offer it 
to a ll fi lers, not just those 
with low incomes or other 
q ualifyi ng criteria. 
Most of those companies 
offe r their minima l servi ces on 
their free s ites and reserve the 
more helpful products for pay-
ing customers. 
Genera lly speaking, free 
onli ne tax filing is best sui ted 
for the people it was origina lly 
inteDded '-to serve: those with 
rmodest incomes and fa irly 
s iinp le tax ret urns-and , of 
cou-rse, a computer wit h 
l-nte rnet access. 
Those taxpayers must be 
comfortab le trusting the tax 
preparat ion company to l11ain-
ta in their tax data on their 
computer servers, and they 
s hould check out rt he compa-
ny's privacy POI1'CY..l,:' rl·~. ! . 
Free on line fi ling can a lso be 
a good choice for pebple who 
make jumbo salar ies-provid· 
<;d they have either a very sim-
ple tax life or are so knowl-
edgeable about the tax laws 
that ap ply to them that they 
require no guidance to 
avo id potent ial pit-
fa lJ s. 
Whether 
yo u payor 
use the free 
products, on line 
filing has severa l 
advantages. 
It is faster and 
more error-proof than 
the old paper method because 
there's no IRS wo(ker typing 
t(l your_data', J!!'>:' .. • 
You also get an-j inslant noti-
fication that your return has 
been filed. and your income 
tax refund can arrive in as 
little as a week (usi ng 
di rect deposit), compared 
with as 
much as two months 
for paper returns. 
I f it were up to the IRS, 
everyone wou ld file on line. It 
costs the IRS about $2.59 to 
procFss paper returns and 62 
cerV~ to process an electroni-
cally filed one. 
To meet its goal of 80 per-
cent of the population filin g 
elect ronica lly by 2007, 
the IRS toyed 
with the idea of offering its 
own free fi ling service to low-
income taxpayers. But that set 
off a frenzy of object~ons fro m 
companies that make thei r liv-
ing se lling lax pre parat ion 
software and se rvices. 
Those compan ies created the 
Free Filing Alliance, a group 
of tax prep companies that 
offer free filing to some tax-
payers available on ly through 
www.irs.gov. Each 
approved compan y 
must go through a 
background check 
and fo llow data priva-
cy and other rules. 
Some free s ites, such 
as H&R Block, offer a 
smatte ri ng of adv ice 
along with their free 
service. But most are like 
TurboTax, which doesn't 
offer any assistance fi lli ng 
o ut documents such as a 
small -business Schedule C 
or the Schedule E yo u must 
fill out for renta l properties. 
TaxACT offers provoca-
tive quest ions for taxpayers 
to ask, but then requires them 
to pay to get the answers. 
Most free s ites also on ly 
prov ide skeleta l gu idance, if 
any, on the tax pi tfall s of com-
plex transact ions like selling 
s tock acquired through stock 
options or an e mployee stock 
purc hase plan. 
For the most part, each of 
the s ites that offer free federal 
tax fi ling requ ires taxpayers to 
pay $ 10 to ·$33 to have their 
state tax '· re turn fill ed out and 
fil ed e lectron ica lly. 
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Student-parents find support where they can 
o Nearly 17 percent of female college students nationwide are parents, along with 9 percent of males 
By IhuG"", Ezeh & An9fI! Ftdrlck 
KRT 
Ask Yolanda Whined about her 
life and she will tell you that she 
is a mother. a teacher, a manager 
and a student . 
An English education senior at 
North Caro lina Central 
Univcniity holding down a 3.3 
GPA. Whitted is home·schooling 
her <)-year-old son, layon. 
She also manages Jesus and 
Me Christian Street Productions, 
a nonprofit organization that sup-
ports at-risk children. 
This leaves little time for sleep. 
On a good night, Whined will get 
five hours. 
"From the lime I wake up in the 
mUlning until the lime I go to hcd, 
there is nul a lime that I am not 
Joing. something," Whitted said. 
Nationally. 13.3 percent of col-
lege students were single parents 
in 199<)-2000, according to the 
latest avai lahle figures from the 
N.ll iona l Center for Education 
Stat istic s. 
For whites, the figure was 10.5 
percent ; for Latinos, 17.3; per-
cent; lor Asians, 10.2 percent and 
!(lr American Indian/Alaska 
'.uiws, 20.4 percent. 
FOF African-American stu-
dCIlIS. the ligure was 28.8 perccnt. 
Courage, hard work key 
Sophomore Xenovia Lewis. 
who is majoring in criminal jus-
tice at North Carolina Central, is a 
mother of four: Quianna; 9, 
Quiesha. 8, Kwi'Shawn, 3, and 
K iaAsiah. 2. 
"It takes a lot of detenninat ion. 
courage and hard work to make it 
.through every s ingle clay." Lewi, 
said. 
Being a good example to her 
children is a top priority for 
Lewis, even when times get 
lough. 
'" have no excuse for not 
excelling because my childre n 
look up to me. The on ly support 
that ' get is earned by working. I 
receive no support from any 
agencies because they would not 
let me work or go to school full 
time." 
Trying to break the cycle 
She said her biggest fear was 
that her ch ildren might go 
through the same cycle-becom-
ing you ng single parents . 
Shaunte Rivera, a nursing 
freshman at North Carolina 
Central, sa id "through every pass-
ing day is a di scovery of new 
challenges." 
Ri ve ra is raising two chi ldren, 
Daeza. 2, and Jaida. 18 months. 
She gets support from the 
Interfaith I-Iospita lity Network, 
which provides day care vouch-
ers, and lives at Genes is, a transi-
tional home. with seven other 
women and their 14 children. 
Rivera sa id this way of life can 
be difficult lor anyone. 
"Each of us has different goals 
in life. It 's very hard to deal with ' 
all these traumas. yet keep up 
with school work." 
Thinking of her children and 
their future is what makes it 
wOA.hwh ile. 
"My kids keep me going," she 
said. " I am all that they have. I 
have to be a good example so 
they can see me succeed in my 
life, and thcn:fon:, succeed in 
theirs. 
"Hard work and struggling got 
me NCCU. So while I' m here, I 
have to make the best use of my 
opportunity. 
" I want my kids to be strong. 
independent women. I want them 
to see how Mommy has struggled 
to provide them with their basic 
needs. , want them to do even bet-
ter in their own lives," Rivera 
said. 
Ri vera said younger students 
who arc not doing we ll in school 
shou ld be more aware of the con-
sequences that result from slack-
ing off 
"Look at what you have now 
and what you aspire to have and 
re-evaluate yourself. Be honest 
with yourse lf because, truth be 
told, you don't need clubs, 
boyfriends or girlfriends ri ght 
now," she said. 
"You can choose to work hard 
now and enjoy later, or choose to 
enjoy now and spend the rest of 
your life work ing and chasing a 
few dollars." 
Tight schedules are common 
For Destiny Stokes and her 
boyfriend, li fe is on a tight sched· 
ule . A sophomore at C lark Atlanta 
University, she typically starts her 
school clay with an early morning 
feeding of her 6-monllH>ld 
claughter Selah. 
When 10 a.m. rolls around, 
Stokes is relieved by Selah 's 
father, a sophomore, so she can 
shower and head to her 11 am. 
class. 
"We work together. Once my 
boyfriend gets out of class that 
allows me enough time to get 
ready for my class," Stokes said. 
According to Stokes, the deci-
sion to be a mother and finish 
school was a true test of her 
strength. 
" My freshman year, I was 
attending Xavier ... and I found 
out I was pregnant. My boyfriend 
was attending a community col-
lege at the time," Stokes said. 
Thr.oughout college. Stokes' 
grandmother had been her finan-
cial backbone. But her grand-
mother threatened to stop funding 
Stokes' college education unless 
she had an abortion. 
"Abort ion was not an option 
for me," Stokes said . Then three 
months pregnant, Stokes learned 
to find strength in herself and her 
boyfriend while facing ex.clusion 
from her family. 
Campus organizations help 
Stokes plans to start an organi-
zation on campus to help mothers 
and expectant mothers who 
attend college. "The organization 
wi ll help with transportation 
needs as well as general support," 
she said. 
That idea has already taken 
hold at Howard University, where 
the Howard Un ivers ity Student-
Parent Support Group was estab-
lisIted in 2000. n,;;'SIUdenb help 
_h 0Ch0r with· bobysiIIinc"""" 
gencies, car-pooling oiId odior 
assistance. Administered by 
Howard's College of An. and 
Sciences, the group provides stu-
dent parents with workshops, 
book vouchers and crucial access 
to grants. The students also par-
ticipate in an outreach program in 
which they encourage high 
school parents to pursue higher 
education. 
Need for Iccomodltion great 
Among the group's concerns is 
lack of accommodations for chil-
dren 1n places such as the library. 
"A lot of times they are elimi-
nated from some of the academic 
support tools that other students 
can get because they have chil-
dren," adviser Linda Jones said. 
Dr. Franklin D. Chambers, vice 
provost for student affairs, said he 
was sensitive to such issues. "We 
are actuaUy reviewing that po li -
cy," he said. "The reason that stu-
dents with chi ldren [or just chil-
dren in general) have not been 
allowed in many facilities 3re for 
liability reasons." 
While 16.5 percent of female 
college students nationally were 
parents, according to the figures 
for 1999-2000, SO were 9.1 per-
cent of male students-men such 
as Kenneth Lewis. a junior 31 
C lark Atlanta. 
Lewis cried tears of joy when 
his daughter Aneesa was born on 
Jan. 15. 
'" am fini shing. this .semester 
and taking the nex'i~~r off 
whi le my fiancee goes on marer.-
nity leave," he said. 
SEE THE OFFICE OF STUDENT LEADERSHIP FOR 
MORE DETAILS. 1104 S. WABASH, SUITE 100 
312.344.6792 
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Col,umbia COLLEGE CHICAGO 
CELEBRATE graduating student work and Columbia College Chicago's 
creative accomplishments 
OGLE the exhibits in th~ A~alk with 
student worl\ in Art and Design, Photograph[J, 
Book and Paper Arts, and much more. 
GROO VE . along with sw~t tunes 
and killer dance moves as 4 stages liven 
up Columbia's campus and·Grant Park 
with student bands, national acts, live art 
happenings, and high-energ[J 
student dance troupes. 
MINGLE with the SPectacle Fortuna 
' as iY brings art onto tl.1,i1l, avenues, 
. performance to the public, and the 
whole Columbia Communit[J out of their 
classrooms, studios. and offices -
and into the streets! 
APPLY [Jourself1 n IClI iIfe8t offers 
students hands-on experience prcx:Jucing. 
performing, and exhibiting in a livel[J. 
multifaceted 
GET INVOLVED! 
Students, talk ta l)aur teachers and 
department heads abaut end-of-l)ear 
departmental exhibits and presentations 
. or visit our web site to find out how 
l)OU can be a part af manifest 06. 
CALL FOR IMAGES 
[e]Spaces is kxlking for graduating students to submrt 
hgh-qualitl) photographs of artwork In anlj medio 
(illustration, painting, film/videa snlls, performance stills, 
photographl), etc.) for m:nifeet promotional advertising: 
pasters, brochures, web site Eo more. 
Images will oIso be port of 
the manf'est Online GoIIer\i 
We are accepting images on an ongdng basis. 
How to subrni": Bring a CD-ROM with \pur images 
and a law-res printout of the images to: 
Glass Curtain Gollerl), 1104 S. Wabash, 1st floor . 
Image Specs: 300 dpi, at least 5"x 5", sew or Color 
(CMYK), jpeg, tiff or scalable eps 
Questions? Anio Greiner, ogreiner@cdum.edu 
OPEN CALL FOR TALENT 
[e] Spaces is accepting submissions for: bands and sdo musical artists', 
dance troupes, djs, and spaken word artists. 
Seiected artists will be featured at marlfest 06 at outdoor stages around campus 
Demo Submission Deadline: March 25, 2005 
Drop OFF: Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash 
Criteria: At least are member of the group must be of graduating senior 
status (the \XlITlPIetion af 90 credits or more) or graduate student status 
Demo must be on a CD, DVD, videa or audio tape 
and hove goad sound and/or visual qualitlj. 
Demo must be clearll) labeted with the title of group, 
cantact number and e,mall address. 
Submitted demas will not be returned. 
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Sports: Columbia's new mar.keting? OUrOFTOON 
I n ilS ongoing effort 10 rai se the school's pro-file. Columbia officials 
are looking for new and dif-
ferent advertising opportu-
nities. 
Lately, we've seen every-
thing from glossy inserts in 
the local edition of the 
Sunday New York Times to 
announcements on Chicago 
Public Radio touting 
Columbia. The fami liar 
"Create ... Change" logo 
has graced such varied and 
useful items as pens and 
lapel pins, banners and pen-
nants, buttons and T-shirts. 
all in service of reminding 
the public of one of the best 
educational values around. 
And these efforts seem to 
be working. since every day 
more and more people are 
becoming aware of what 
Columbia is all about. 
Still, it must be difficu lt to 
constantl y . come up with 
new and useful ways to get 
Columbia's message out. 
Marketing, after all. isn't 
easy. In fact, it's difficult to 
come up with the right mix 
of message and medium, 
audience and opportunity 
that will "wow" potential 
consumers while reminding 
current customers that they 
made the right choice. And 
do it in a creative, eye-
catching way. 
An exciting marketing 
opportunity for the school 
may have escaped notice, 
however-one that is not 
only likely to introduce 
Columbia to a previously 
untapped market , but may 
well offer the kind of name· 
association that most mar-
keting profess ionals can 
only dream of. 
We're referring to 
Columbia's one and on ly 
sports champion: the 
Columbia Coyotes. 
The Coyotes are a "club" 
baseball team, open to any 
and all faculty, staff, stu-
dents and alumni who are 
good enough to make the 
team. Coached by Columbia 
alumnus Anthony Piccoli, 
they won the regional 
Wisconsin-lIlinois Baseball 
Conferenc·e championship 
last year, making it perhaps 
the first time the words 
"Columbia Co llege" and 
"sports champions" were 
ever mentioned in the same 
sentence. 
This year, the Coyotes are 
looking for bigger game to 
hunt. They're eligible for 
entry into the National Club 
Baseball Association, a syn-
dicate of college teams 
across the country, which 
would allow them to com-
pete for the NCB A World 
Series, played in Florida in 
May. 
There's only one catch: 
money. The conference 
costs $1,000 a year, along 
with an entry fee of $500. 
Then there 's the cost of 
things like uniforms and 
equipment, which can add 
up pretty fast. 
The Coyotes are also a 
recognized ' student organi-
zation. and that means 
they're given funds each 
year from the school. 
It's not enough to get into 
the conference, however, 
and the team is trying to 
find a way to make up the 
difference so the Coyotes 
can take a shot at--dare we 
say it-a World Series ring. 
There-may be an advertis-
ing opportunity here. After 
all, what could be better to 
convince the world about 
the virtues of Columbia than 
to be associated with a win-
ner? After all, what if the 
Coyotes one day ac,tually 
won the NCBA World 
Series? What would the 
ticker-tape parade down 
South Michigan Avenue 
look like? 
Hopefully, it would 
include periwinkle confetti 
falling from the high-rise 
windows of the premier arts 
and media school in the 
country. 
And maybe floats 
designed by some of the 
best artists and graphic 
designers in the country. 
Rocking out to some of the 
best beats created on a col-
lege campus, and captured 
by the photographers and 
writers, radio producers and 
film makers of the future. 
But first, the Coyotes 
have to get invited to the 
dance. Perhaps Columbia 
can find a way to help them. 
SOCIAL INSECURITY 
Chris GaIlevoo'Tho Chronicle 
LEI I ERS 10 lHE EDi1OR: 
Upward Bound more than tutoring 
scholarship and financia}. aid applica-
tions, and a monthly stipend 'dur!ng the 
summer session. 
These on-campus services ·are what 
make Upward Bound probably the most 
comprehensive educational program ' 
that the United States has ever provided 
for low-income Americans. It is pre-
cisely what make~ the progr~~ .s9!fT} uch 
'more than .No Chi.\d ,k<;ft B~lii~d and 
such a vital 'part of the I promise that is 
the American dream, 
The Prius patriots 
Thank you for the Feb. 14 article on 
the challenge that Upwarci Bound's pro· 
gram faces with regard to the Bush 
administration's proposed elimination 
of the program and nearly 40 other edu-
cational programs beginning in fiscal 
year 2006. Your efforts are very much 
appreciated. 
When Columbia and the n,e,arly ' 800 
other colleges, universities and commu-
nity agencies who house an Up'ward 
Bound program do so, they are saying 
to poor Americans, "Come on our- cam-
pus. We want you here because we 
value you just as much as we value your 
more advantaged peers." 
Guest Editorial 
KRT 
Since when do right-wing 
Washington he;men drive 
Priuses, the compact Toyota 
hybrid cars that get an esti· 
mated 60 miles per ga llon 
on the highway? 
Aren't those supposed to 
be the cars of choice for 
pale-faced tree-huggers and 
liberal college professors 
too timid to roar down the 
highway in an eight-cylin-
der sport utility vehicle? 
How come some prominent 
neo-conservative hawks 
have been spotted motoring 
along the Beltway behind 
the wheel of a Prius? 
Patriotism, . that's why. 
Former CIA Director Jim 
Woolsey and defense ana-
lyst Frank Gaffney, both 
backers of the Iraq war. 
have come to realize that 
the national security of the 
United Sta tes depends on 
freeing ourselves from 
dependency on Mideast oil. 
Driving gas guzzlers 
keeps our nation in debt to 
the kinds of regimes that do 
not have our best interests 
at heart. Besides, where do 
you think the Saudis have 
acquired the money to 
spread Islamic extremism 
and the terrorism it engen-
ders worldwide? Largely 
from American consumers. 
These conservati ves 
know that oil industry 
experts predict the world's 
petroleum output will peak 
sometime in the next 
decade-this at a lime when 
India and China are rapidly 
expanding their industrial 
economies, making the 
global competition for 
increasingly scarce oil sup-
plies more fierce. 
Barring some miracle, the 
price: of oi l will rocket sky-
ward in the coming years 
and decades. The days of 
cheap fossil fuels are gone 
for good. As Gaffney put it 
recent ly, weaning ourselves 
from foreign oi l is "a 
nationa l security impera-
tive." 
A generation ago, 
President Jimmy Carter 
gave a memorable televised 
address in which he urged 
the nation to learn to ~on­
serve energy, to li ve within 
limits, in order to break our 
dependency on oi l-produc-
nn 
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ing thugocracies. 
The speech was a disas· 
ter-it' s now remembered 
as'the "malaise" speech-
and no American president 
sinc'e then has ever pro-
posed the same sensible 
policies. Rather, as histori-
an Andrew Bacevich points 
out, every president has 
made defending our oil sup-
ply priority No. I in the 
Middle East. 
If Americans are unwill· 
ing to make personal sacri · 
fices like Gaffney and 
Woolsey are ~aking. argues 
Bacevich, then they will 
fight war after war in the 
21st century. Bacevich is no 
peacenik, but a conserva-
tive who understands the 
gravity of the situation fac· 
ing the nation he loves. 
Conservatives arc becom-
ing gas conservationists not 
for the sake of Mother 
Earth, but for the sake of 
America. 
Three cheers for the Prius 
patriots! 
-This edilorial 
appeared ill the Feb. } } 
Dallas Morning New,'j 
Marlt W. Anderson 
Commentary EdHor 
Jamie Murnane 
AlE Editor 
I \yould like to clarify your lead sen-
tence in the article, which describes 
Upward Bound as a "tutorial program" 
and fails to give an accurate picture of 
the breadth and depth of the services 
that the program provides. 
Upward Board is a comprehensive 
college prep program and it provides 
much more than tutoring. It offers 
Saturday classes during the academic 
year and an intensive six-week. high-
school-credit Qearing summer session 
conducted here on Columbia's campus. 
Integrated into the program are counsel-
ing and advising services, classes in lit-
erature, composition. science, math. 
foreign language, computers, communi-
cations and the arts. 
The program also provides fie ld trips, 
college visits, career exploration, ACT 
test preparation, part-time \ summer 
. internships , assistance wi th} college, 
That is the spirit of Upward Bound. 
and that is why it works, because it 
dares to break down the social and eco-
nomic barriers that perpetuate poverty. 
it goes across boundaries and brings 
children from poor familie~ onto col-
lege campuses and provides them with 
the same educational opportunities as a 
more advantaged communi ty. 
This program, like Columbia with its 
open admissions policy, has a long his-
tory of opening doors for people. It 
makes g~ on Americans' commit-
ment to equal edu'cational opportunity. 
Thank you again, and I invite you to 
come visit our program when its stu-
dents are on campus on a Saturday or 
during the summer. 
. Craig Kirsch 
Director, Upward Bound Program 
j . 
Have an opinion about something you read ,on. these pages? Did you 
catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or believe strongly 
about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia? 
Why not write a Letter to the Editor? At the bottom of Page 17 you' ll find a 
set of guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear from you. 
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tary Editor , 
I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to apologize. 
On the advice of my attorney, 
however, I can't tell you exactly 
what it is that I am apologizing 
for. But trust me, it's worth say-
ing I'ni sarro)'. 
That's because what I did was 
wrong. and I understand that 
now. I wQuld like everyone to 
know that I take full responsibil-
ity for my ·~ctions. and see clear-
ly that I've let my colleagues, 
my friends and my famil y down, 
And my publicist. And I deeply 
regret the pain my behavior has 
caused. 
Mostly for my publicist, who 
will now have to go out and try 
to sell a new endorsement deal 
for damaged goods. 
I wish I could tell you what. it 
is that I' m sorry about, but 
apparently such a move is no 
longer required when publicly 
apologizing for bad behavior. 
I'm taking my cue here from 
New York Yankees s lugger Jason 
Giambi, who, confronted with 
suspicions that he has used per-
formance·enhancing steroids, 
held a Feb. 1"0 press conference . 
in which he said he was sorry, 
but wouldn't admit to what it 
was thar he· had done. 
The steroid scandal is big 
news.in baseball right now. So 
Giambi met with reporters in the 
no-holds-barred press confer-
ence with his agent, Arn Tellem, 
by his side, ready to pounce on 
any question that might put his 
c1i~nr in a bad light. 
!)fU, uTWe'tl 'sinhegy -' ~ppare~tly 
worked. as the New York Times 
. reported that Tellem interjected 
severtf l times to cut Giambi off 
from answeri·ng, Citing legal 
restric tions from an ongoi ng fed-
era l· in ves tigation into which 
. baseball players, if any, may 
have used illega l perfprmance-
eriHanc ing drugs from a nutri-
By Jamie MUrnane 
A&E Editor 
Newsflash from the We Can't 
Take a Joke Department: Chris 
Rock is offensive. 
Rock , the comedian best 
known for portraying an "angry 
black man" unafraid to tell any-
one where to stick it, is slated to 
host thi s year's Academy 
Awards. 
Controversy over hi s se lec-
tion was inevitable. 
Rock's sarcasti"c sense of 
humor and tiiting wit, evident in 
,his stand-up and television film 
roles (such· as HBO's "The 
Chris Rock Show," Fox's "In 
Living Color" and the 1999 
film Dogma), are obvious rea-
sons for the Academy of 
' Motion. Picture Arts arid 
Sciences to choose him as the 
O~cars' host. But now the same 
personality that got him the joli 
is suddenly under a m!croscope, 
tional supplement lab known . as 
BALCO. ' 
For example, The Times 
reports that when Giambi was 
asked if the lacls of steroids 
would affect bis performance on 
the baseball diamond, ''Tellem 
objected to the question until it 
was rephrased without the word 
steroids." . Which is, after all, 
what a good agent should do. 
There's some question about 
what effect, if any, the contro-
versy may ha ve on Giambi's 
career. While Yankees owner 
George Steinbrenner lauded his 
star player, saying, " It takes a 
. hell of a big man to stand up and 
apolog ize to hi s 'teammates," 
there seems littl e chance the 
Yankees will vo id hi s contract, 
which is' expec~ed to pay him 
$82 million during the next four 
years. 
And, despi te word that he may 
• be moved from playing tirst base 
to· des ignated hitter for the 2005 
'. season, he will still get to play 
for the most prestigious team in 
baseball , in a storied ballpark 
while basking in the adulation of 
millions of fans. 
So no, I'm not going to tell 
you what it was that I did. If 
Jason Giambi doesn ' t have to, · 
neither do I. 
While we' re at it, since it's 
likely that I can take responsibil-
ity for things that happened 
without ·actually admitting I did 
them, and it looks like I can get 
away scot-free in the end, there-
are a couple of other things I' ve 
been meaning to get off my 
chest. 
First off, there's the poss ibility 
that I may ha ve been confused in 
the past on the issue of weapons 
of mass destruction in Iraq. I 
mayor may not have seen class i-
fi ed inte lli gence saying that 
there wo uld be no weapons 
found if we invaded. but I' m just 
not sure. There may ha ve been 
Rock's just doing his job 
prom pting some to call for hi s 
replacement. 
tPparently, 40-year-o ld Rock 
made some outrageous state· 
ments " against" the award show 
he had been asked to host, say-
ing in an Enterta inment Weekly 
'interview that award shows 
were "idiotic." 
Of Hollywood 's biggest night 
of the year, Rock was quoted as 
say ing, "Come on, it's a fashion 
show. No one performs; it 's not 
like a music show. What 
straighi black man sits there 
and watches the Oscars? Show 
me one. And they don't recog-
nize comedy, and you don't see 
a lot of black people nominated. 
so why should I watch it? 
Where' s my in?" 
Sou"nds like typical Chris 
Rock antics if you ask me. 
But, leave it to mainst ream 
media a nd oversensitive citi-
zens to take it out of context 
and accuse the man of ga~ 
bashing and raci sm. 
Please. Rock was doing what 
he does best and what the 
qacademy hired him for in the 
first place: to be a blunt, sarcas· 
tic, funny son of a bitch. Just 
wait, soon I, too, will be taken 
out of context and accused of 
Rock·bashing , 
When the interviewer asked 
Rock hi s opinion on what Oscar 
attendees would be wearing, 
Rock, unsurprisingly, delivered 
yet another snappy retort. 
"Nothing against people who 
aren't straight. but what straight 
guy that you know cares? Who 
gives a f··k? They ' re clothes. 
I'm wearing Sean John, by the 
way. Help out the black design-
er, fine. Like Armani needs me 
to wear a f--king lux to he lp 
them out." 
Again, these statements 
should be no surprise, and 
frankly, are nothing different 
from anything we've heard 
meetings. There may have been 
satellite photos. But I understand 
now that I was wrong, and I 
regret that 
Also, there might have been 
some faulty prescription drugs 
that I approved for sale without 
taking into consideration the 
potentially bad side effects they 
caused. There could have been a 
study, for example, that showed 
the anti-inflammatory drug 
Vioxx or the pain-killer Celebrex 
wasn't good for patients with 
heart problems. Maybe. 
While I was CEO of a dynam-
ic, world-changing multibillion-
dollar corporation, there's a pos-
sibility that I cooked the books 
so the company showed a profit 
even as it was going bankrupt. 
And I may have sold off my 
stock opt ions just before the 
company folded , pocketing mil· 
lions of dollars in the process. 
Oh, and I may have raided the 
retirement fund, too. 
And, while we're ·at it, there 
may ha ve been some children 
molested at my multimillion-
- dollar fantasy ranch in 
California. I may· or may not 
have been in the room when the 
gun was fired . The reporter who 
wrote the story just might not 
have been a real journalist. I 
might have been lip-synching 
during the concert. Social 
Security mayor may not be 
going bankrupt. But I can't be 
sure. 
But no matter how you look at 
it, I take full responsibility, and 
have taken the necessary steps to 
make sure that t will never again 
ha ve to apologize for these or 
any other examples of poor judg· 
ment or bad behavio r on my part. 
At one poin t during hi s press 
con ference, Giambi desc ribed 
himself as the "sorriest man on 
the face of the Earth. " 
I don't think I'll go that far. 
But I am sorry . 
Like I said , you' l! j ust ha ve to 
trust me on thi s one. 
from Rock before: White peo-
ple act as though they are supe-
rior and he thinks that's "f--ked 
up," That's why we love him. 
According to publi shed 
reports, some unnamed mem-
bers of the academy want Rock 
ousted from his place as host of 
the ceremonies. But, according 
to Oscars' producer Gil Cates. 
Rock wi ll not be taken out of 
the Feb. 27 telecast. 
Which only seems ri ght. So 
what if thi s year's telecast has 
been enlivened with a bit of 
controversy? The Academy 
Awards are a notorious back-
drop for allowing s tars 10 show 
off even more than they do the 
rest of the year. 
In those hours of pretense in 
which people take themselves 
far t09 seriously, Rock is the 
perfect antidote to remind peo-
ple, hey, it's just a f··king 
awards show. 
Not that he watches them . 
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COLUMBIA CHRONICLI INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING 
Tyler Perry's 
THE MOVIE 
ON FEBRUARY 25TH, 
MEET A REAL 
STRAIGHT SHOOTER 
Stop by The Columbia Chronicle Office 
623 S. Wabash. Room 205. Chicago 
TODAY, February 21 st, during regular office hours, 
and pick up a complimentary pass (admits two) to attend a special advance 
screening of "Diary of a Mad Black Woman" on Tuesday, February 22nd. 
Passes are available on a first-come, first-served basis while supplies last. One pass per person. Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies and those who 
have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible. This IiIm Is rated PG-13 for drug content, thematic elements, crude sexual references, and some violence. 
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Gramr:nys? 
more hkeGrannies 
BY JAMIE MURNANE/ A&E EDITOR 
It's time to face the facts: the 
Grammys suck. It's long been 
speculated, but the 47th annu-
al Grammy Awards ceremony 
held Feb. 13 not only proved 
this statement, but were the 
pinnacle of lame. And not just 
because Kanye West only 
snagged three of the 10 stat-
ues he was nominated for (if 
you count the one Alicia Keys 
moved in on). I mean, John 
Mayer's song "Daughters" won 
Song of the Year. Are you kid-
ding me? Song of the Year? I 
can't even believe it was nomi-
nated. 
I'm never surprised by the 
fact that most of the winners at 
these award shows are less 
deserving than others in their 
respective categories. It's obvi-
ous tha~ for the most part, 
record sales rather than talent 
is the deciding factor. But the 
one thing I've always appreci-
ated about these shows is the 
live per10rmances and the 
comedic antics of the hosts. 
This year, I was just appalled. 
AI forst, I was llvitled that the 
Queen (Latifah) herself was 
the evening's host. But after 
the three-and-a-half hour cere-
mony ended, I realized she 
had only graced Ihe stage for 
a total of whal seemed 10 be 
around 25 minutes. Most of 
the performer and presenter 
introductions were done by a 
booming Wizard of Oz-like 
voice. Perhaps Mr. 
Moviephone? 
But I guess it was a good 
thing Queen wasn't onstage 
as much as one would guess. 
I would have expected a 
woman who could spar with 
the likes of Steve Martin 
onscreen (a la Bringing Down 
the House) would have some-
thing funnier to say besides 
asking the bored-stiff Los 
Angeles audience, "Do you 
have some energy left?" only 
an hour into the show. Not a 
good sign. 
And the musical performanc-
es were nowhere near what 
they used to be. Musicians 
used to go all oul wilh the glitz 
and glam 10 put on elaborate 
five-minute performances. This 
time around, we got washed-
out rockers Lynyrd Skynyrd 
and the overexposed Tim 
McGraw giving lackluster per-
formances, and even West's 
live rendition of "Jesus Walks" 
was enough to make me 
walk-away from Ihe television 
after realizing that music 
award shows will never be 
entertaining again. It doesn't 
help that every speaker was 
so obviously backed into a 
corner of self-censorshlp thai 
no one said or did anything 
unexpected or even interest-
ing. 
I know I should just face the 
fact thai the Grammys were 
horrible. But since I watched, I 
can't help but think about 
those three hours of my life I'll 
never get back. They're gone. 
Wasted. And for what? 
Watching Steven Tyler shake 
maracas while timid-looking 
Norah Jones sang next to him 
on a tune that, surprise-
Stevie Wonder is on stage for. 
(Nothing against Stevie, but 
why does every music award 
show bring him on as a spe-
cial surprise guest? We know 
he's gonna be there-every 
time.) 
What I want to know is who 
plans these award shows? 
Who thought it'd be a good 
idea for the show opener to be 
a musical montage of perform-
ances that don't coincide at 
all? The Black Eyed Peas sub-
jecting the crowd with their 
overrated "Let's Get it Started" 
and Gwen Stefani's stiff 
attempt at dancing and Franz 
Ferdinand's invigorating "Take 
Me Out" (which, by the way, 
was more deserving of Song 
of the Year) should have been 
split up into separate perform-
ances. The finale of the open-
er ended with a garbled. irritat-
ing mess that was the audio 
equivalent of crumpled paper 
Ihrown in the trash. 
Yes, it was that bad. 
The best part of the night 
wasn't even televised . It was 
Chicago's own Wilco taking 
the prize for Best Alternative 
Album of the Year. At leasl 
someone who actually 
deserved to win got some 
-------------------------------------------------------. 
"Bawitdaba" bad-ass Kid Rock 
was living up Jo his Devil WI/hout 
a Cause reputation Feb.16 when 
he was arrested for punching a 
OJ at Christie's Cabarel in 
Nashv~le. The altercation took 
~ just after 3 a.m. and led Jo 
!he 34-year-old rocker pooling a 
$3,000 bond for simple assault. 
He could face up Jo a year In jail 
for !he misdemeanor. 
Metal bands Dislurbed, Anthrax, : 
Drowning Pool and Soil will play , 
Chicago's Aragon Ballroom on Feb. 23 , 
for a Dimebag Darrell benefit concert. , 
The sold-oul event will raise money for ' 
the organzation established when former ' 
Pantera guitarist Dimebag Darrell was : 
~hot, along with three concertgoers, dur- , 
109 a performance last December. , 
Proceeds from the concert, organized by , 
members of Disturbed, will go to the' 
Dimebag Darrell Memorial Fund to help ' 
with medical and bereavement costs Of : 
those Involved In the Incident. , 
Disturbed's David Dralman has been : 
reported saying he's 'urging all hard rock , 
music fans to donale to Ihe Dlmebag ' 
Memorial, especially W they cannot make ' 
the event: More Information on the lund ' 
can be found at www.damageplan.com. : 
, , 
,------------------------------------, 
, As If an album from Meen GIrl 
, Lindsay Lohan wasn'l going far 
, : enough, Mattei will unveil a red-
, , haired , oulrageously dressed 
, , Lindsay Lohan Barbie at this 
, , week 's American Internallonal 
, , Toy Fair In New York City. , , 
, , 
, , 
._------------------------------------------------------
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Bright future ahead 
Bright Eyes splits his talent between two new albums 
By Jamie Murnane/A&E Editor 
Conar Oberst is ambitious. The 
24-year-old musician , otherwise 
known as Bright Eyes, started his 
own record label , Saddle Creek, 10 
years ago and just re leased two 
brand new albums. 
While this may be a great accom-
plishment for the Omaha-based 
singer/songwriter, it is evident in the 
finished products that he would 
have been better off putting all of his 
effort into one great album rather 
than spreading his musical self too 
thin. 
The first of the two albums is the 
electro-pop Digflal Ash in a Digital 
Urn . An instrument-heavy album, 
Digital Ash is Oberst's second-rate 
attempt at pop stardom-perhaps 
inspired by his recent move from 
Nebraska to the Big Apple. 
The album, while not entirely dis-
appointing, is inundated with drum 
loops, synthesizers and over-the-top 
from Emmylou Harris allows the 
deep, metaphorical lyrics to stand 
out, rather than be drowned out. 
.. r--",.----------------, sound effects. And 
while the Postal 
Since the quality of I'm Wide 
Awake is consistently high, it is 
hard to place one song above the 
rest. But "Land Locked Blues," fea-
turing Harris stands out as though 
it were an excerpt from a journal 
entry with Oberst's simplistic, 
heartfelt lyrics: "We made love on 
the living room floor I With the 
noise in background of a televised 
war I And in the deafening pleasure 
I thought I heard someone say I If 
we walk away, they'll walk away." 
Service's Jimmy 
TamboreUo co-pro-
duced the first Single, 
"Take It Easy (Love 
Nothing)" and Nick 
Zinner of the Yeah 
Yeah Yeah's makes 
a few appearances, 
all the superfluous 
noise, coupled with 
Oberst's Signature 
screeching voice, is 
just too much. 
Enter the sister 
release . 
I'm Wide Awake, 
It's Morning is proof 
that people should 
stick to what they're 
good at. I'm Wide 
Awake is slightly 
more countri fied than 
the typical acousti-
cal ly driven Bright 
Eyes; and the fact 
that it's topped off 
with guest vocals 
I'm Wide Awake may be Bright 
Eyes' best work to date, though it's 
a close call compared with 2002's 
Liffed or The Story is in the Soil 
Keep Your Ear to the Ground- and 
Digital Ash, however, is a very 
good experiment. The problem 
with releasing two albums that are 
so drastically different is that they 
wi ll inevitably be compared with 
one another. 
Both albums are ambitious 
works of art; the different approach 
taken with each is what makes any 
comparison empty. On I'm Wide 
Awake, it is undeniable that Oberst 
is a talented and modest musician . 
"I could have been a famous singer 
if I had someone else's voice I But 
failure's always sounded better," 
he sings on I'm Wide Awake's 
"Road to Joy." 
But these two new releases 
leave one wondering , just where 
exactly did he fail? 
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While the Tonkawa Theatre 
Tribe , which grew out of 
Columbia's student production 
of "Hair" in 2002, features 
many Columbia graduates, the 
Strawdog Theatre run marks 
the company's first attempt at 
an independently produced 
staging of the musical. 
Brad ,Davis, who plays Woof 
and is Tonkawa's marketing 
director, is one of the few cast 
members who was not in the 
2002 Columbia production . He 
was, however, in the audience. 
"For me, having seen it 
before, twas 100 percent for it, 
just because I knew how it 
affected me as an audience 
member; Davis said. "But the 
main reason we decided to do 
that as our first show was the 
time, It's just such a similar 
time we live in now compared 
to 1968. It just seemed like the 
right thing to do." 
"[The castJ is still so close 
and open with one another: 
said Tonkawa's director in res-
idence Danny Bemardo, who 
was a directing major at 
Columbia . "But the new mem-
bers bring new energy, which 
is so great: 
Boyd, who plays Dionne, a 
supporting character, felt the 
message of "Hair; though it 
centers on the Vietnam War, fit 
today's political climate. 
"[U'sJ the same as what's 
going on today, so we thought 
it was relevant to get the mes-
sage to everyone; Boyd said. 
"We love the show. U's really 
well written . We thought it'd ,be 
a great choice for pur first 
show here-to establish a the-
ater company and what we're 
all about. This is the kind of 
theater and art that we want to 
give to the public." 
The company, founded in 
January 2004, gets its name 
from the Native American 
phrase "Tonkawa; which 
translates to "they all stay 
together." And that is what the 
members have done. They've 
put on productions outside of 
the city, but "Hair" is their first 
self-funded Chicago produc-
tion . 
"It's completely profession-
al: said Bill Williams, chair-
man of the Columbia Theater 
Department. "When they did 
this as a workshop, it was ter-
rific. They did some other 
shows, but decided that the 
first show, off the Loop, would 
be 'Hair: because it had gone 
so well." 
The fact that the majority of 
the cast has remained the 
same, Davis said, is simply 
due to the fact that they 
worked well together on past 
productions. 
"It kind of just worked out 
that we all meshed so well as a 
group that we decided we 
might as well try to start this 
thing-this company; Davis 
said . "We're all young, just out 
of school, so we could have 
more say as to the type of 
work' we :d[d..-" ' '" • .;. 
The nonprofit, no~-eq,uity 
theater company takes its'mis-
sion 'to stage ·m4~ical theater 
productions that break the 
boundaries of race, culture, 
sexuality and religious beliefs· 
seriously. The members, who 
serve as the board of direc-
tors, are heading up produc-
tion and marketing, raised 
money for their two-week run 
at Strawdog Theatre, 3829 N. 
Broadway Ave. -
"We've been lucky; 
Bemardo said. "In essence, it 
is largely from family and 
friends that have been so gen-
erous. We've had successful 
fund-raisers. Some of the kids 
went to perform on the street 
to fund-raise: 
And the collaborative spirit 
surfaced again \'(hen the 
search for a performance 
venue began. Bernardo credits 
producer Natalie Levine for 
finding the space at Strawdog, 
which Bernardo thinks is per-
fect for the production. 
"I love this space; Bemardo 
said, gesturing at the back-
stage of the theater. "I've seen 
so many Rroductions here, and 
so to affoia' it we started fund 
raising and letter Wli/jr.g: 
Bernardo_ said Coluihbi<! ,tlas 
also been su~e of the 
Tonkawa members.. \l.ho_.have 
yet to graduate arid - would 
have started cl<l$ses 'on 
Valentlnas Day with'the r.est of 
the students. - 0 
WTime management is an 
issue for any artist," Bernado 
said, "especially when you 
have a full-time job and you 
have to pay to eat and afford 
bills. You're juggling . The 
Columbia faculty have been 
really supportive, Most of the 
students were excused from 
the first week of school." 
The musical is a rock-opera 
in the vein of "Tommy: largely 
consisting of song, with more 
dancing than. dialogue. For 
most of the musical the entire 
ensemble is on stage, as pro-
testers of the war and cheer-
leaders of love, peace and 
freedom. They are essentially 
hippies. 
"In terms of the war, we're 
representing the people who 
don't support it, but don't want 
to negate those there, living 
their lives in it," Bernardo said. 
"It's about choices, making the 
right choices. 'Hair' was first 
performed in 1967 and in 
2005, we still have tension 
between races, gays and 
straights, men and women. It 
shows that it's almost non-
resolvable, on both a political 
and human level- things you 
recognize in yourself and in the 
world." 
Credited as the first rock 
musical, "Hair" blazed the con-
troversial trail for similar pro-
ductions such as "Jesus Christ, 
'Superstar" and "Godspell : 
, which followed shortly there-
after. as well as "Grease," "The 
Wiz," and the more recent 
"Fame," " Footloose,~ "Moving 
Out" and "Rent." Still, "Hair" 
remains one of the most con-
troversial musicals ever per-
formed on Broadway because 
of its use of the American flag, 
strong language, sexual innu-
endos, and of course, nUdity. 
The most refreshing part of 
the Tonkawa Tribe is the obvi-
ous rapport they have with one 
another. This is essential in a 
touchy-feely, overtly sexual 
show with simulated sexual 
acts and seductive posing, not 
to mention the pill popping and 
poi smoking that .leads the 
lives of the young nomads who 
migrated to Greenwich Village 
in the "Age of Aquarius." 
The Tonkawa Theatre Tribe 
hopes to maintain their funding 
and perform more around the 
city. 
"Like any new company, we 
spend a lot helping start it: 
Bernardo said . "I'm not sure 
about the future, because this 
is the first show. For every one 
Chicago theater that opens, 
three close. Hopefully we're 
not one that closes. n 
"Hair" runs through March 6 
at the Strawdog Theatre, 3829 
N. Broadway Ave, Show times 
are Thursday to Saturday at 8 
p.m. and Sunday at 7 p.m. 
Student tickets are $12, $15 for 
general admission. 
For more information, visit 
www.tonkawatheatretribe.com. 
We offer a wide range of document services, 
Student rate BfW $,06 
Full-color copies 
Binding, laminating and collating 
- Boxes 
Envelopes 
School Supplies 
Stamps. Fax DEARBORN STATION 
47 W, Polk SI. 
Polk and Dearborn 
312,427,7839 
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EGG DONORS NEEDED 
COMPENSATION $5000 
C~llter ~" 
o~~rft 
Please donate your eggs anonymously, We promise 
the most positive experience with CEO, 
Local Physicians available, Call us if you are: 
• Female between 20-30 years old 
• A healdlY. nOll-smoker 
For information call 
847-656-8733 The Center for Egg Options 
or 773-490-EGGS Illinois. LLC info@egg41J.com 
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From top len: Director Gerard Damiano. a young Undo Lovelace. Harry Reems following his obscenity charges. and protesters 
oulside a Deep Throat showing. 
, Danville said. "Even Chloe 
Sevigny's scene in Vincent 
Gallo's The Brown Bunny 
was only good for minor 
news value. anfl th<!,re, you 
had a mainstream Hollywood 
actress sucking cock on 
screen." 
As the public sated their 
appetite tor controversy, the 
film's detractors gained an 
unlikely ally: Lovelace herself. 
Testitying in public hearings 
against the film that made her 
a star, Lovelace was seen as 
a traitor in the porn industry-
which is a view she didn't 
share. According to Danville, 
who interviewed Lovelace in 
2000, roughly 25 years after 
her film debut, she continued 
to think of herself as a victim 
of, not a participant in, Deep 
Throat. 
'While she was with [her 
manager and husband) 
Chuck Traynor, she said she 
loved it, but once she got 
away from him she never 
went back to 'that story or to 
the industry," Danville said. 
"She was undeniably poor for 
many years. If she'd had 
even the remotest interest in 
performing sex on film , [she) 
could have made a mint, but 
she didn't. The only thing that 
changed about Linda was 
people's perception of her 
after Deep Throat." 
Eventually, Deep Throat 
was banned in 23 states. 
However, that wasn't the end 
of the government's attack on 
the film. Looking to teach the 
industry a lesson, criminal 
charges were pressed 
against the leading man, 
Harry Reems. Originally 
working as a cam~raman, 
Reems was pulled in front of 
the lens at the last minute, 
and had very little to do with 
the film's production and 
nothing to do with its distribu-
tion. He was paid a one-time 
fee of $250 for his work. 
Nevertheless, he was a rec-
ognizable face associated 
with the project, and the one 
most vulnerable to prosecu-
tion. Reams' trial became an 
icon in the history of the First 
Amendment. As Reems 
pointed out in his defense, he 
was the first artist in America 
to be prosecuted for his work. 
The trial featured a prose-
cutor who openly admitted 
that he'd rather eliminate 
smut than dope from the 
streets of Memphis, and a 
sex-ed lesson, in which the 
judge was told about the 
wonders of the clitoral 
orgasm, which he had never 
heard of. In' hindsight, the trial 
was probably more entertain-
ing than the film it was con-
cerned with. 
The trial vehemently drew 
Hollywood to Reems' side. 
Actors saw the trial as a pos-
sible precedent for the future 
censorShip of their own films. 
Inside Deep Throat may 
attempt to explore complex 
themes such as the parallels 
between two eias, or the rel-
evance of the film in relation 
to the ,First Amendment, but 
such heavy-handed ideas 
aren't really necessary-
where the film really. suc-
ceeds is in sheer entertain-
ment value. 
The characters behind the 
story are truly characters. 
The entertainment value of 
their testimonies is rivaled by 
that of their outfits, postures 
and dialects. They are obvi-
ously still in awe with what 
they accomplished decades 
ago, and are now shells of 
the ridiculous people they 
once were. In the vintage 
behind-the-scenes footage 
(and there's plenty of it), 
many of them are unrecog-
nizable from their elderly 
incarnations. 
To some extent, Inside dis-
cusses the decline of the 
porn industry, depicting its fall 
from grace in the late '70s 
that transformed the genre 
from a fun, creative form of 
rebellion to mass-produced 
smut with no redeeming 
value, On this point, Inside 
shares many parallels with 
P.T. Anderson's 1997 film 
Boogie Nights-tJut 
Anderson's movie does a 
much better job of handling 
the subject. Burt Reynolds as 
an industry mogul discussing 
the lack of quality available 
on videotape just seemed 
more heartfelt than the testi-
mony of Deep Throat director 
Gerard Damiano. But, to be 
fair, Damiano isn't an actor. 
If anything, Inside Deep 
ThrOat is a testimony to just 
how ridiculous our culture is. 
Between the ludicrous and 
ever-prosperous porn indus-
try and our repressed, not 
quite separated church and 
state, there's almost no need 
for fictional storytelling. If 
only the current, God,fearing 
administration CQuid find a 
worthy target, we'd 
doubtlessly have anOlher 
smut war, one of 
Shakespearean magnitude. 
Perhaps it would even be 
enough to distraci them from 
actual war-but probably not. 
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The Irish 'perception' of hip-hop 
Perception/sis rock the Abbey Pub 
By Todd BurbolAssistant A&E Editor 
If you think 
an Insh pub is 
a strange place 
for a hip-hop 
show, you 've 
never been to 
the Abbey Pub. 
live hip-hop is 
. an entirely M-
ferent beast than live indie rock,. 
which the Abbey is known for 
hosting. But The Perceptionists' 
Feb. 12 show was good enough 
to entertain even typical Abbey-
goers, proving that as long as 
the performance is enjoyable, 
the genre doesn't matter. 
The Perceptionists, who are 
signed to the famous New York 
hip-hop label Definitive Jux, are 
composed of MCs Mr. L~ and 
Akrobatik. and DJ Fakts One. 
Their sound is typical of their 
label: socially and pol itically-
charged lyrics with dirty samples 
and beats that sharply contrast 
with the bright. smooth produc-
tion of popular rap music. 
The Perceptionists' live per-
formance was proof that politics 
and hIp-hop are a perfect match. 
When they opened with a chorus 
shouting , -Where are the 
weapons of mass destruction? I 
We've been looking for months 
and we ain't found nothing. I 
Please Mr. President. tell us 
something." the crowd was 
whipped into a frenzy that could-
n't be topped by the likes 0( 50 
Cent or (dare r say it?) Kanye 
West 
Politics remained a prominent 
theme throughout the set Laced 
with battle rhymes and old-
school hip-hop themes, ~ moti-
vated a few break dancers in the 
crowd to clear a circle and get 
down. 
The only annoyance at the 
show was the sheer volume of 
the house PA system. The 
microphones were up high 
enough to distort sound from the 
speakers (not to mention the 
audience's ear drums). If I want 
to go deaf, I'll go to a Mogwai 
concert. 
Desp~e the volume problem, 
the show was consistently enter-
taining. The majority of The 
Perceptionists' set came from 
their upcoming album, Black 
Dialogue, but the new material 
was supplemented w~h tracks 
from the solo careers of both Mr. 
L~ and Akrobatik. 
Locals Earatik 5tatik per-
formed opening act duties. While 
their stage presence wasn't as 
polished as the headliner's, they 
displayed enormous talent. Their . 
album should doubtlessly be a 
much stronger force than their 
shows. . 
The crowd was typical indie-
hip-hop fare--in a good mood, 
and out to have a good time, 
actively enjoying the sho_ 
unlike many indie rock fans who 
typically just stand around. 
Having hosted shows by The 
Perceptionists and Jean Grae 
this winter, and with upcoming 
shows by Dalek, Gift 0( Gab, and 
Atmosphere, the Abbey Pub, 
3420 W. Grace St., looks to be a 
hot spot for hip-hop this year-
something the city sorely needs. 
'Encyclopedia' lives for adventure 
By Trish B.ndlX/Assistant A&E Editor 
In an extraordinary attempt his lunch and dinner. Besides witty anecdotes, 
to promote her book on her "The meal that has no bear- Encyclopedia comes 
"ordinary life," Amy Krouse ing on the relationship appears equ~ with a theme song, 
Rosenthal conducted an to be breakfast," Rosenthal "This IS My Story," recorded by 
experiment by leaving it in ran- writes. "I can love you and not Tony Rogers. 
dom stores, mailboxes, news- know that when you were in "He is a great musician. I 
stand" and taxicabs around Cincinnati last Wednesday love his stuff. We collaborate 
Chicago. The book, you had yogurt and a bagel." well, and I just wanted to· do 
Encyclopedia of an Ordinary Rosenthal grew up in the this with him," Rosenthal said. 
Ufe, was left with a brief expla- "Ifs like being a kid and seme-
nation to report back to one calls you and says, 'Hey, . 
Rosenthal at her webs~e and wanna corne over and play? 
tell her where it was found. Can you play today?' lhai's 
"[The Lost and Found proj- the gISt of ~. , wanted to play 
ect) evolved out o( a discus- with Tony." . 
sion I had with my editor, EncyclOpedia was published 
Annik," Rosenthal said. "When Jan. 25, and Rosenthal has 
we M upon the idea of ~, we since been making appear-
were giddy; 'How fun will this ! I".,. ~, ' fir d 1. 1 ;; ances and readings at local 
be? Hiding books all over the bookstores. Beginning March 
city! In newspaper boxes! In . , ... ·1 &,,1 t~;:·,, :;,-rr 'f,," { ,,,,,,,0.1 2, she will join authors Steven 
cales! Yes, we have to do .. . ,' Sorrentino and Karen Spears 
thisI'" Zacharias on a Words and 
After writing for Dave \- Wine Tour. . 
Eggers' now defunct maga- Encyclopedia ~ "lfs a joint venture between 
line, Might, Rosenthal free- independent bookstores and 
lanced for the New York f 0 d' L 'f wine merchants," Rosenthal 
Times, the Utne Reader, and 0 an r mary 1 e said. "I like that rock 'n' roll 
other publications, as well as ._________ traveling band feeling." 
putting out three books. Her ~-.---,- The seven-date promotional 
honesty and wit make fpr tour for Encyclopedia extends 
amusing and insightful anee- L-__________ ....l from Chicago to Pasadena, 
dotes, especially in her book. Cal~. The writer's future plans 
"I really just tried the best I Chicago suburbs before . include UttJe Pea, a children's 
could to write in an accurate attendIng college in Boston book to be released in May, as 
and honest way about the sub- and moving to San Francisco weH as the continuation of her. 
jects and moments that I feij for her first job as an advertis- occasional WBEZ-FM radio 
connected to," Rosenthal said. i"9 copywmer. show, Writer's Stock Party. 
Encyclopedia poignantly "was what I did straight out "I am very much in the 'now' 
discusses the mundane and of college and into my earty of this," Rosenthal said. "' 8m 
forgettable topics of I~, twist- 30s. I lOVed that job. The not looking ahead too much; 
ing them into comically familiar migration from advertising thafs easy to dcr-to be 01'10 
situations. In the piece "Love," writer to so-called writer writer the next thing--Out I'm rNIIy 
Rosenthal writes about the happened kind of out of trying to stay fully present in 
need to know about her hus- nowhere fior me: Rosenthal these ea~ weeks l of 
band's day, specifically about said. EncycIopedja s life," 
•• <IIIIIE:IiI.-"'-i=-~ ~ , _~ : .•••••••• "41_. · ...................... -: 
- -~..... .....~...-:.... ~ • Restaurant .... SUMMflnMlCAff • 
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The Center for Teaching Excellence presents ••. 
The Columbia College Chicago 
Excellence in 
Teaching Award 
2005 
inate a Great Teacher! 
For details visit 
hHp:/ /cte.colum.edu 
ar.e due no later than 3:00 PM on Friday, March 11 2005 
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I want my Web TV 
24-hour online network looks to become next-gen"eration MTV 
By Jamie Murnane/A&E Editor 
With the launch of Music 
Television in 1981 , the nation 
was taken by an epidemic of 
music-obsessed viewers. "I 
want my MTV," they exclaimed. 
Now, television has become a 
thing of the past-old school, 
the kids would say. These kids 
are the ones who've grown up 
online aM would prefer AOL to 
MTV Which is where Mania TV! 
comes in. 
ManiaTV.com, which was 
launched Labor Day 2004, is 
the first 24fT online network that 
broadcasts everything including 
music videos, short films, car-
toons and news. 
sian, because at that time 
everyone was kind of obsessed 
with the Internet." 
And the worldwide obsession 
with the Internet doesn't seem 
to be ' going away any time 
soon. 
"Our generation grew up with 
While MTV has video jock-
eys, ManiaTV! has cyber jock-
eys. Christy Krul ick, known 
simply as CJ Christy, is one of 
the 13 CJs who host daily 
shows. Originally hired as' a 
publicist, Krulick soon began .iII •••• 
cyber jockeying because she's 
"such a huge fan of music." the Internet," Krulick said. 
The idea for ManiaTV!, ''We're very fortunate for that. 
Kruzick said, came from CEO So Drew's idea was to combine 
and founder Drew Massey. the two biggest mediums of our 
"He kinda dreamed up the generation into one." 
idea while he was in Palo Alto "We're building a beast that 
hanging out at this cheeseburg- hasn't been built before," said 
er place called the Dutch Gregg Champion, vice presi -
Goose-right by Stanford," she dent of programming and 
said. "He was just realiling how development for ManiaTV!. 
much he loves the Internet and "We're taking parts of radio, 
how much he loves the enter- we're taking parts of television 
tainment medium of television. and we're definitely taking parts 
And the idea was to combine of the Internet and trying to inte-
. those two as a future for televi- grate them into a product that is 
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new. It's very much in the vein 
of nvo. When that came on 
board. everyone was all like, 
'What is this?' and now they all 
love it." 
But who decides what's 
shown for 24 hours straight on 
ManiaTV!? According to 
Krulick, the company, whose 
studio is in Denver, has pro-
ducers and offices in Los 
Angeles and New York that 
take care of most of the pro-
gramming. But, requests are 
a big part of the wi-fi friendly 
network. 
"If you're in a chat room and 
you say 'Hey I really want to 
hear this song,' chances are, 
if we have it, we'll play it," 
Krulick said. But most of the 
viewersh ip is attributed to the 
afternoon show called "U Pick 
'Em," in which the viewers 
dictate what gets played. 
This shows draws the 
biggest crowd because it's on 
during the day. 
"It's a great time for college 
students and also for people 
working in their cubicles during 
the day-that's like when 
they're online most-plus what-
ever you want to see gets 
played. It's a great time for the 
network," Krulick said. 
And while there's an addiction 
with the Internet, it seems any 
time is great for Mania TV!. 
Kruzick said there are viewers 
who watch every day. 
"We have people who are on 
it all the time and just don't 
leave, ever-so it's definitely 
proven to be quite an addictive 
medium,' she said. 
ManiaTV! is not the first net-
work of its kind, but it is the first 
successful one. Other compa-
nies have attempted similar 
programming, but failed, 
Krulick said. 
"We're still alive and happy. 
There's still money in the bank 
and everyone's happy," Kruzick 
said. 
Massey sees this as only the 
begi~ning. 
"Bill Paley, with CBS, gave us 
network TV. Ted Tumer, with 
CNN, gave us cable TV. Now, 
we're delivering the next revolu-
tion in TV-ManiaTV! Our mis-
sion is to deliver multiple sta-
tions of television online-just 
like Viacom does to your cable I 
box," Massey said. 
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Frenchman plays make-out music 
M83 shows promise in first solo excursion 
By Trish Bendix/Assistant A&E Editor 
French ouHlt M83's Before the Dawn 
Heals Us plays like they were inspired 
by noise bands, computers, class ical 
orchestras and cult films. Critically com-
pared to My Bloody Valentine (psyche-
delic), Air (they're French, too), and 
Mogwai (vocally bare), M83 is inventive 
electronic rock that lakes sounds from 
these bands (and others like Ride and 
Siowdive), splits them into pieces, and 
puts them back together in random 
order for an entirely new ending product. 
The electro-indie group barely regis-
tered on the charts with their 2003 
album Dead Cities. Red Seas & Lost 
Ghosts it gained critical acclaim but 
lacked album sales. On the newest 
release, Before the Dawn Heals Us, 
M83 became the solo project of Anthony 
Gonzalez after a split with Nicolas 
Fromageau. The album, created by key-
boards and synthesizers, is heightened 
with horror fi lm dialogue and airy female 
vocals accompanied by a handful of 
instrumental orchestrations. 
The tS-track album is unpredictable, 
songs glide into one another. The stand-
out track, "In the Cold I'm Standing," is 
an escalating composition, rising and 
falling like waves, with the lyrics 
"Something is coming now / something 
is coming now," falling to the back-
ground. 
M83 create a mood of separation and 
lonel iness as the album's conceptual 
plot. An organ leads a march of unre-
quited love on "Farewell/Goodbye," as 
Gonzalez sings, "You'll join me soon my 
love / feeling frozen / I'll warm you every 
night / I'll travel in your dreams." 
The sparse lyr ics are tales of longing. 
The album seems to take place through 
the course of a night, where it is eternal-
ly dark, but songs of hope remain. In 
"Safe" Gonzalez sings, 'Why am I so 
alone? / A wounded angel is smiling to 
me / God it's so beautiful !" 
passing cars interrupt the silence. After "---"06"'=-='-" 
a moment 's rest. they fran tically wake in 
thei r car, the mother scream ing, "Wake 
up I fe lt his breath in my hair / He's here 
/ I know he's here." The car starts and 
the electronic synthesizer blares, 
speeding along with the vigorous trans-
miSSion . 
And as the hunt ensues, a crash is 
heard and the song dies, slowly creep-
ing into the ethereal calm of "Slight 
Night Shiver." 
Before the Dawn Heals Us is an 
album to sleep, dream, write, draw, or 
make out to. II's background music-a 
figurative soundtrack to your life. 
The album ends on a hopeful note 
that may be unexpected from the track's 
title, "Lower Your Eyelids to Die with the 
Sun ." M83's irony and intent is not lost 
as the story of isolation and desire is 
easily relatable. 
M83. DeadClties, 
RedSeas&lostGhosts 
""';;;;:::-:::===",,::i:::=""':::;:;::='=:==' A few tracks later, on "Car Chase 
Heals Us' (top right) follows the success 
of 'Run into Flowers ' and 'Dead Cities, 
red Seas and Lost Ghosts' (right) . 
Terror," a desperate mother instructs her 
daughter to go to sleep after seeing "a 
man, all dressed in dark green." Only 
the sound of crickets in the distance and 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Festive affalf 
S Unksorp. 
9 Ratify 
14 Downfall 
15 MelOOramatic 
exdamatkln 
16 Bar IOf hning 
17 Poetic tributes 
18 MarShes 
19 SfOote Of 
Dickinson 
20 "Higher love" 
singer Steve 
22 Wf1'(S up 
2400 it wrong 
25 Deadlock 
26 Experiment 
27 Chicago 
S10p0ver 
30 Well-mannered 
32 Harmless cysts 
33 Beyond 
scientific 
explanation 
37 Writer Henl otr 
38 Small crown 
39 Whitney or 
Wanach 
40 Rousing agents 
42 Jib or spinnaker 
43 Wave tops 
44 Spiteful 
45 lIems 01 info 
48 Carnival city 
49 InterdictIOn 
50 Hillary's hill 
52 Open footwear 
56 Sweellreal 
57 Siste llwile of 
Osiris 
59 Pit·bull biter 
60 Bridal palh 
~~ ~!~::~'~~~rce 
63 Runs away 
64 Rolling slone's 
lack 
65 Hankerings 
DOWN 
1 Gel bigger 
2 Autobahn auto 
3 Claim on income 
'1 Responses 
5 Piece 01 WOfk 
6 Trudge 
7 Practical joke 
8 Muggers 
9 Actor Baldwin 
10 Mother of 
Persephone 
11 Of Sheep 
12 Bombards 
13 Secret 
rendezvous 
21 Galena or 
bauxi te 
23 Fishing nels 
25 Ontario City 
27 Has title 10 
28 Preliminary race 
29 Debate side 
30 Bloodsucker's 
way of life 
31 Wee one 
33 Punt propellers 
34 Carnivore 's 
choice 
35 Came down to 
earth 
36 Easter flower 
38 Bad dog 
41 Andrea 01 
"Annie" 
42 Bloodsucking 
pest 
Solutions 
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44 Give the ax to 
45 Low-boost 
coffee? 
46 Be 01 use to 
47 Nervous 
49 Foundations 
51 Checks oul 
52 Poses 
53 Medicinal plant 
54 Boxer Spinks 
55 Wanamaker and 
Waterston 
58 Portuguese 
saini 
When gettin it on, put it on 
Ifs a tale lhaf s been told many times 
before: A single girl ou1 on the town .. ith her 
girlfriends meets a handsome and avail-
able man. They share one night of drunken 
passion. and individually walk the walk of 
shame back to their apartments the next 
morn ing feeling slightly hung over, and 
more than a bit embarrassed. 
One night stands usually end badly 
enough, but a foul discharge can make 
everything worse. The man with the killer 
smile and designer duds may have looked 
clean as can be, bUl his penis was a 
breeding ground for the clap. 
And that's if you're lucky: At least 
gonorrhea is curable. 
We've all had the sex-ed lec-
tures in high school ("Don't 
have sex! Ever!") and we all 
know that sex without condoms 
is a bad idea, but for some rea-
son more and more people are 
having unprotected sex even 
though two-thirds of all STDs 
occur in people under the age 
of 25. according to the Medical 
Institute for Sexual Health. 
Really, the "I'm invincible" 
way of thinking is 100 per-
cent ignorant and so very 
101h grade. Unfortunately. 
in a time when AIDS is 
spreading like wildfire and 
the most common STD is an 
incurable one (genital herpes), peo-
ple aren't getting the fact that yes, 
you could have AIDS and you could 
be giving it to any poor soul who 
deCides to sleep with you. I mean, 
unprotected sex is, like, so '80s. 
giving up the goods, tike sexual history. 
n you aren~ comfortable enough to ask 
someone up front ~ they've been tesIed, 
you shouktl1 be shagging them. And ~ 
some guy (or girl for that matter) insists on 
not using a condom, ~'s wise to Insist on 
not getting naked. Asking for a Iisl 01 past 
sexual partners isn't necessary, but ~ 
wouldn't be 8 bad idea to ask your beau to 
take a little trip to the lree clinic with you. 
Sure, it may be an awkward hour or so, but 
it has to be a lot better than yellow dis-
charge or constant testicular itching. 
::Gulp:: I just threw up in my 
mouth a littte. 
But seriously, H you are 
one of the more than 65 mil-
lion Americans living with an 
STD, fortunately for you, there 
are prescription drugs and 
treatments to either suppress 
what you have or get rid of it 
entirely- but that doesn't 
mean you should shag any-
one you please without using 
a rubber, or informing them 
that you have something. 
Even if you are in a monoga-
mous refationship and have 
another birth control method, 
condom use is a good idea. The 
urban relationship myth of the 
guy who got HIV from a cheating 
fiance isn't at all that farfetched, 
and no one wants to be that guy or 
girl. 
And if you're a9ainsttaking a trip 
to the clinic, putting on a rubber or 
looking for a monogamous part-
ner, I suggest the safest form of 
sex for you: self-love. Hey, it beats Unlike George w. , I'm not an 
advocate of holding out until 
marriage. I'm a firm believer in 
trying the milk before you buy 
the cow. so to speak. In my 
opinion. sexual compatibility is 
as Important in a relationship as 
trust and communication, but 
there are certain things that 
should be investigated before 
B~lOW B~IT 
returning the favor. So, if you're 
feeling randy, drop me an e-mail. 
I know of many fabulous sex 
shops, and if you're lucky, I can 
get you a discount on some 
goods. 
-Beatrix@chroniclemail.com 
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Portables 
iBook 12" 
from $899 
. Desktops 
vf';"::>.:i ~ ;., " 1·-
Mac Mini 
from $479 
IPod shuffle 
from 599 
. iPod 
from $269 
14" 
from$1.199 
eMac 
from 5749 
iPodmini 
$22. 
623 S Wabash, Suite 205 
312.344.8MAC 
http;!/colum.edu/applestore 
PowerBook G4 12" 
• 
(rom 51 ,399 
iMacGS 
from 51 ,199 
.' .~-~Y' 
iPod photo 
Irom$469 
r~ 
MacOSX 
$6. 
15" 
from $1 ,799 
Power Mac GS 
from $1,349 
Apple Software 
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17" 
from $2,399 
Displays 
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iLife 'OS Final Cut Express HD iWork 'OS Microsoft Office 
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THE DEPARTMENT or LIBERAL EDUCATION AND THE OrrICE or THE DEAN or LIBERALARTS AND SCIENCES IN COLLABORATION 
WITH THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE. THE JOURNALISM DEPARTMENT AND THE ART I: DESION DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCE 
THE 2005 PAULA PFEFFER" CHERYL JOHNSON-ODIK 
POLITICAL CARTOON CONTEST! 
TWO 8300 rlRST PRIZES. TWO &1200 SECOND PRIZES AND TWO S100 THIRD PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED IN EACH OF TWO CATEGORIES. 
SINGLE PANEL AND MULTIPLE PANEL CARTOONS. THE SIX WINNING CARTOONS WILL BE SELECTED BY A JURY, WHICH WILL INCLUDE 
r ACULTY rROM VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS,A STUDENT AND A PROFESSIONAL CARTO~NIST. SUBMITTED CARTOONS MUST BE DRAWN OR 
PRINTED IN BLACK INK ON 8.5" X fl"WHITE PAPER. INCLUDE NAME, ADDRESS. PHONE AND STUDENT ID NUMBER ON BACK OF ENTRY. 
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: 
FRIDAY, MARCH 18TH! 
Columbia 9 SEND SUBMISSIONS TO: POLITICAL CARTOON CONTEST 
OOLLI •• OHIC.IO 
Til E 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
C/O TERESA PRADOS·TORREIRA 
LIBERAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
814 S. MICHIOAl, 800 A 
February 21 , 2005 
Columbia , , #1 Spring Break Webs"e! Lowest prices guaranteed. Free Meals & Free Drinks. Book 11 people, gell21h Irip Iree! Group discounls for 6+ www.springbreakdisCDunts.com or 
r h ron -I c I e aoo~7v:~:2::UPle yeamlng to have a 
" baby Help make fhelr dream come 
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Classified Advertising 
Deadlines 
Your advertisement must be received by 
5 p.m. on the Thursday prior to the pub-
lishing date. 
Rates 
The CDiumbia Chronicle charges $0.25 per 
word with a $5 minimum. All classified ads 
must be pre-paid in full prior to publica-
tion. All ads will be published in the order 
of purchasing date 
Three Ways to Place a Classified Ad 
Online 
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com. 
Bg Mail 
Send your typed or printed ad copy along 
with your tull name, city, state, lip code 
and.phone number with full payment to: 
Chronicle Classifieds, 600 S. Michigan Ave., 
Chic.ago, Il6D6D5. 
By Fax 
Fax your typed or printed ad copy along 
with your fu ll name, city, state, lip code 
and phone number with full payment to 
312 ta44-B032. ~ 
Morrrs at 630-357-6540 or 312-440-
5055 Code TJ12f6 
PRO VOICE LESSONS - AS 
LOW AS $10!!! Professional Vocal 
Coach Offering Lessons for Beginner 
through Intermediate Students. Email: 
liveliveliveagain@yahoo.com 
Proiect Delta Chicago Colleges -
Visit projecldeltanow,com for info 
OH, NO! TAXES!!! Get the 
Professional Help You Need This Tax 
Season for as Low as $25! domylax-
esnow@yahoo.com, 
312-566-0910 x.3 
Chicago Job Fairs, Career Fairs, 
Employment fairs, Open Houses and 
more! YOUR Chicago career connec-
tion! ww,chicagojobresource,com 
FIGURE MODELS WANTED! 
Columbia photo grads collaborating 
on fine art series about the human 
body. All types needed. Be part of a 
one of a kind proiect. Call Daniel & 
Jusfin @ 773-407-7279 
1997 VW GTI VR6, 5spd, 
Loaded, 74K miles, Excellent 
Condition, $6900. 312-446-5882.or 
skthiessen @hotmail .com. 
f212 Soufh M~higan Avenue-Let 
us do the math' It pays to live here! 
Ask us about our specials. Offering 
studio, one and two bedroom apart-
ments with gorgeous city and lake 
views. Amenities abound! Contact 
Leasing at (312)461-11 10. 
EnlertainmenVEvents 
Shop and Save 
www.cheapgifts.com 
Welcomes You Online 
Make $ $$ taking Online Surveys 
Earn $10-$125 for Surveys Earn 525-
$250 lor Focus Groups 
www.cash4students.com/columcol 
Part-Time Admin. Assist. for west 
loop Real Estate office. Must be com-
puter literate with marketing and web 
design experience, 2 days per week -
Flex time. email experience: 
anna@anovitz.com 
Bella Donna Models seek fresh 
faces! We are a soroity of models 
seeking young ladies to join our team 
of models. You must be 18 years old, 
attractive and dedicated to apply. No 
previous experience required! Contact 
us at 
belladonnamodelsonline@yahoo.com 
or (708)768-7051 
FEATURIMC CI ROCKS 
PRESEMTIMG THE HOnEST 
CHOREOGRAPHERS 
1M CHICAGO 
JJ.ZZ, fJJuJtet, 4:~, 
N ... lerl. Md ffl4IZe! 
FEBRUARY 25T" 
FRIDAY AT 7PW 
35 
M4THER HIC.H "'~HOOL 
5835 N. LINCOLN 
m-534-2412 
630-205-5864 
~TS"5 .t)T~S$IO 
A PORTION OF TICKET JALEI WEI 
TO THE MATHER DANCE PROGRAM. 
Columbia ~ 
C OLLEGE CHICAGO 
600 S. Michigan Ave. 
Chicago, I L 60605 
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Officials slow to 
move on plans 
for college land 
o Student center plans still part of big picture 
By Josh Kantarski 
Assistant a~ Beat E~tor 
building, under contract with Sam 
and Isabel Realty. A number and 
Nearly fi ve years after extension for contact infonnation 
Columbia received the land on are present, but are currently out 
the northwest comer of 8th Street ' of service. 
and Wabash Avenue from an Alicia Berg, vice president of 
anonymous donor. talks of devel- campus environment at 
oping a new space for Columbia Columbia , said both sides are 
have slowed. Buddy Guy's communicating, a lbeit care fully. 
Legends blues club curre ntl y " It's a slow and complicated 
inhabits the space and has yet to process , but ) will say that both 
move OUI. sides are exercising their due dili-
In September 2000, more than a gence," Berg sa id. 
year after Buddy Guy's received an And, linked wi th the planned 
evict ion nOlice when Columbia move for Buddy Guy's, there are 
inherited the building, they talks that the co ll ege could poss i-
aMounced plans to move to the bly add a student center in the 
southeast comer of Wabash Avenue 275,000 square foot plot of land 
and Balbo Drive, r--::-:---:---::---:--:--:--------:--, where the club 
. Bett p_NttIlrtte 
which neighbors " That's Buddy's personal IS now. But 
Co l u m b i a's business and he doesn't Berg was uncer-
The plol of land next to Columbia's Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., is currenllY 
owned by Buddy Guy's Legends blues club. Columbia and Buddy Guy have lalked about this prop-
erty and the land his club currenUy sits on at the southeast comer of Wabash Avenue and 8th 
Wabash Campus want to share it." tain about those 
Building, 623 S. proceedings. 
Wabash Ave. - Brian Moravec, general " I wouldn't 
However, that manager of Buddy Guy's 1 n e x tr i c a h I y 
was four years place a student 
ago. Now, that center there," 
prospective spot is a gravel park- Berg said. "We're keeping our 
ing lot run by Allright parking. A options open, and we will continue 
notice still stands at the comer, to look at other places in the South 
which reads, "Future Home of Loop." 
Buddy Guy's Legends blues club Others were equally optimistic 
and great southern cuisine." about Columbia building a stu-
The notice offers up an image dent center, but not necessarily 
of a six floor, 65,000 square foot where Buddy Guy's currently 
Loop Campus ContinuedJrom Back Page 
Streel, which the college has owned for nea~y five years. 
sits. 
Mike Debish, vice president of 
facilities and operations, reiterat-
ed that the possibility for a stu-
dent center is still in the works. 
"The idea of creating. a srodent 
center on this campus is still very 
much alive," Debish said. 
"Sooner or later I anticipate it 
happening." 
Debish, however, was ","cer-
tain whether Buddy Guys' current 
plot of land could be that place. 
In 1998, Debish said, plans were 
to build a two- to three-floor sro-
dent center on that plot, but 
because of fmancial limitations, 
Columbia would not fully use its 
space. 
"Whenever you're building in 
the city of Chicago, you want to 
maximize your land usage," 
Debish said. "And I think in this 
neighborhood you could build up 
to 10 stories." 
And because of Columbia 's 
plan for only two or three stories, 
Debish added, discussion of ~l­
opment at Buddy Guy's stopped. 
At Buddy Guy's, talks of 
movement are being kept ......... bit 
closer to the vest. ::-
Brian Moravec, general maQag-
er of Buddy Guy's, said that they 
are no longer at liberty to discuss 
the issue. 
"That 's Buddy~s pe!S!!"'Ilnl>t!li-
ness," Moravec said. "ar1a -~he 
doesn't want to share it." 
more than two Sears Towers' worth of 
square footage, or about 7 .5 million square 
feet of space. Fuechtmann pointed out that 
few people notice thi s immense presence 
because these facilities are not all that visi-
ble. 
Massive construc tion such as the 
University Center of Chicago, 525 S. State 
SI., and the Spertus Institute 's plan for a 
new building, are examples of higher edu-
cation's contribution to the landscape of 
the Loop. Other institutions have restored 
and preserved historic buildings, which 
Fuechtmann said is another way schools 
are affecting the area . 
" H igher education has changed the phys-
ical environment of Chicago. This is a sig-
nificant contribution," Fuechtmann said. 
Another fact the study revealed is that 
seven of the 24 institutions hold events that 
attract people to the area. Columbia's 
DanceAfrica, for example, is looked at not 
on ly as a cultural event, but as something that 
draws revenue through parking and dining. 
BECOME THE LEADER 
YOU WERE BORN TO BEl 
Em DIY~ho Chfonlcle 
A recenl study of Ihe Loop Included dala aboul 
the ares, such as the economic Impact and 
real eSlale developmenl conlributlons of col -
IegM and universities, and a markellng sludy 
of rnoro than 650 sludenll . 
Students in Chicago 's "downtown 
campus" voiced their needs a nd 
desires through the study. For exam-
ple, a majority of the students sur-
veyed said they would like to have a 
student cente r that the area's colleges 
and universities could share. accord-
ing to Kelly. Other students think 
reslilumnts and parking in the down-
town area should be priced lower. 
Safety was a lso" concern- j ust 24 
percellt of the fe ma le students sur-
veyed sa id they we re comfortable 
when walking a lone in the Loop o r 
South Loop al n ighl. 
The groups in volved with the study 
plan to present the faCIS to local business 
1l:<lClers and other interested pilrties on 
Milrch 1 FuechtrnwlIl said this will be a 
chance for people to meet representa· 
tives li'om the higher education sector 
and actua ll y get to know what these sta-
ti stics arc all aboill. 
Now that the actual cnllvllssing of 
the "campus" is over, Tabing said the 
prucess of gelling to know it can reul · 
Iy begin . 
"The s tudy provided II fmmework 
fur asking IJ lot of uther questioll s," 
Tubing sui(t. " Now wc ' rc looking lit 
Ihill"8 like how Ilhc ins titutions l 
III i"ht work IOKcl her to crcute more of 
II college eUlIlllltillity." 
....... IfIcer ... c....."' ............ ,........ 
.................................... 
, ............. .....,.~I .... l ......... 
Where: 1239 N, Clybourn, Suite 226 
When: Stop by or call today 
Ask how to leL. 
upto , , 
$70,000 ' 
for College': 
Who: SFC Godfrey Collins - 312-202-0430 
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Abandoned baby law 
ads can't find home 
o Illinois among 46 states to implement infant protection act 
By Kimberly Johnson 
CooIrMlg II\iIef Safe Haven procedure as severe. 
The page doesn't look like all the other "We meet people everyday whose past 
flashy advertisements. There's a dumpster is similar," she said. "Obviously the fee l-
overflowing with trash in a desolate alley- ing is that of an uncaring parent," 
way. The sign on the side reads: " 't smells. "I don't think the law has changed the 
It 's dirty. And unfortunately, it's where rate of abandoned babies," Mitchell said. 
some women leave their babies." "All the law does is remove penalties for 
Not a single publication will accept the abandoning your chi ld. It does no good to 
ad created by the Save Abandoned Babies encourage women to abandon their baby." 
Foundation. Their mission is to save the Mitchell was unsure about a solution to 
lives of newborns, although other groups the problem of unwanted pregnancy. 
argue the re are other ways to go about sav- '" don't know," she said. "We should 
ing these unwanted infants. have more education teaching absti-
Dawn Geras, the organization's founder, nence." 
is the main proponent for creating safe Geras said, "Open records or not, we 
haven laws in Illinois and ·several other save a b.aby's life ." 
states. Her efforts began in early 2000, but Other opposition comes from fathers' 
not until 2001 did they begin to payoff. rights groups who say the policy takes a 
Geras is determined to look out for the father unjustly and unknowingly out of 
well-being of newborns who may have their child 's life. 
been otherwise abandoned. Under the Abandoned Newborn 
"Chi ldren are to me what's rea ll y impor- Protection Act, after medical care and 
tant in life," she said. adoption issues have been suggested or 
TheAbandoned Newborn Infant implemented, the child's DNA is matched 
Protection Act, in ,-____________ -, ·against those il) the 
Ill inois , is leg is lation ,"The ,,-:hole nature of the 2 state's Putative Father 
that provides mothers situation is'about choices," Registry. 
who experience an Any man can enter 
unwanted pregnancy the himself into the reg-
option ·to relinquish their -Dr. Lewis Blumenthal, istry. If there is a match, 
infants in the arms of an obstetrician according to Illinois 
employee at a hospital or law, the father will be 
fire or po lice station up to three days after put on alert for 60 days before his parental 
the child's birth. The law was passed by rights are voided. . 
then-Gov. George Ryan on Aug. 17,200 1. Geras' group and adoptee organizations 
Providing all requirements are met, the each had to make concess ions fo r tbe law 
mother waives her legal rights to to be enacted. The time frame for women 
guardianship. to relinquish legal rights to their chi ld was 
Now 46 states have similar laws. adjusted several times, Geras said. The 
"I have helped other states get theirs adoptees wanted one day. Geras wanted 
passed," Geras said. She has Alaska, five . The official count is now set at three 
Hawaii , Vermont and Nebraska sti II to go. days. 
Dr. Lewis Blumenthal, an obstetric ian "We had to give and take for every-
with Blumenthal, Hite and Butler in the body," she said. 
Loop, said: "I was totally unaware of the A baby was turned in just a few weeks 
law." ago to a fire station, said Geras. The mother 
This is one of Geras ' plights. had written a note asking the child be given 
"The law won't make any difference to a good Christian home. It was later dis-
un less people know about it," she said. covered the baby had cocaine in its system. 
'" think if a woman is given a list of Children showing s igns of neglect or 
options, then it is a reasonable thing for abuse are immediately put into foster care 
her to have one more choice," Blumenthal whi le the mother is usually investigated. 
said. "The downside would be women "Basically all the babies get adQpted 
being less careful about contraceptives. that are unharmed and not neglected. We 
The whole nature of the situation is about want the babies to have a fami ly," Geras 
choices. to sa id. 
Besides the lack of publicity, Geras Since the act was implemented, Illinois 
faces heated opposition. Melisha Mitchell, public schoo ls are required to include 
executive director of the White Oak information about the act in their health 
Foundation, an Illinois adoptees' rights curricula. The Save Abandoned Babies 
organizat ion founded in 2000, has strong Foundation claims that in 2000, a year 
objections to the law. before the law was passed, 38 babies were 
Mitchell . described the psychological found abandoned and since the law passed 
impact of a child growi ng up through the in 200 1, II children have been saved. 
Parldng Continued/rom Back Page 
seen its parking troub les increase. 
She added that residents have been ask-
ing for more street parking. But area busi-
nesses complained that would leave less 
parking for their patrons. 
Sanchez-Carlson further suggested to 
city officials and the Department of 
Planning and Deve lopment that the boxes 
would bring in much needed revenue to 
the city, ci ting Little Italy 's early, and 
effective, attempt at using them. And 
whi le both the aldermen and the city 's 
department~ have been open to her sug-
gestions, Sanc;:hcz-Carlson said, nothing 
has been done. 
"This is something that I' ll definitely 
push harder for now that [the boxes] have 
come," Sanchez-Carl son sa id. " I think 
that they · worked fabulously on Taylor 
Street, and I think that they'.11 work fabu-
lously here ," 
Area retail stores are hoping the boxes 
will set up to the south as well . 
Kristen Koustoumbas, an associate of 
Burnham Market, located at 828 'So 
Wabash Ave., said that Ihe boxes wou ld be 
a large improvement over the meters, 
especially for area businesses. 
" If there isn't a spot open, people just 
drive by," Koustoumbas sa id , "and not just 
here , but all over the city." 
Koustoumbas added that boxes would 
open up parking spots, allowing Burnham 
Market to bring in more customers. But 
Kowtoumbas said that there was an added 
draw, 
"[Customers1 wouldn't come in asking 
for quarters nil the time," she said. 
Coming soon to 162 North Franklin in Chiugo 
312·845·5001 
eatdagwoods.com 
Help create 
a family. ) 
Chlcap's first .nd most hlply 
rwspectM propm Is Iookinl 
for the foIlowin., 
EGGDONOIS 
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City Beat 
Park plans postponed 
in favor of music venue 
at former Meigs site 
o Area groups question Park District's decision 
By Alicia Dorr 
City Beal Eolor 
When Mayor Richard M. 
Daley shut down Meigs Field in 
an unex pec ted midnight demoli~ 
tion in March 2003, it was in the 
name of nature preservation. 
Nearly two years later, the plan 
approved for the land is not a 
park- but a concert venue. 
The Chicago Park District, 
which owns Northerly Is land, 
where Meigs formerly operated, 
approved a plan for Clear 
Channel Entertainment to devel-
op the north end of the s ite into 
an open concert area that would 
hold 8,000 to 10,000 people, 
according to park district 
spokeswoman Michele Jones. 
Calling the arrangement "tempo-
rary," Jones said the decision 
was made to generate revenue. 
"The venue [will help J with 
the current operating cost of the 
island and also pay for future 
des ign plans ," Jones said. "A 
Eric O.visfThe Chronicle 
The park district plans to 
eventually develop Northerly 
Island into a nature preserve. 
A cellular phone valued at 
S I 25 was stolen from a resident 
of the Pacific Garden Mission, 
646 S. State St., on Feb. 10 at 9 
p.m. Police spoke with the vic-
tim, a 44-year-old male, who 
related that a 43-year-old male 
asked to borrow hi s cell phone 
and he agreed. The victim's 
friend, a 45-year-old male, told 
the victim a few minutes later 
that he witnessed the offender 
meet an unknown person in an 
alley nearby and that some kind 
of transaction had occurred. 
When the victim reques ted hi s 
phone back from the offender, 
he claimed he never had the vic-
tim 's phone. Mission employ-
ees held the suspect for the 
police as a result of seve ral other 
matching complaints against 
him. Police arrested him and 
took him in for processing. 
concert venue is not a part of 
long-term plans for the island." 
The district solidified a three-
year contract with Clear 
Channe l, which included two 
one-year extension options. 
Jones describes the tentative 
plans for the venue as a "semi-
permanent" amphitheatre with a 
sta ti onary stage and seating in an 
array around it. The plan is to 
keep the structure up through the 
conce rt season- spring, summer 
and early fall - for the duration 
of the contract. The district plans 
to use six of the is land's 78 acres 
on the northern end. 
Both Clear Channel and 
Chicago-based Jam Productions 
Ltd. responded to the park dis-
trict's call for proposals in 
November of last year, said 
Jones. The co-founder of Jam 
Productions, which is currently 
involved in an anti-trust lawsu it 
against Clear Channel, recently 
stated publicly that the idea of a 
concert space on the island was 
his company 's in the first place. 
Jones said that the park district 
chose Clear Channel to develop 
the site because it was believed 
the company was "better quali-
fied" to produce large shows. A 
representative for Jam 
Productions could not be 
reached for comment. 
Others have complained to the 
park district that a concert venue 
was not the original plan. 
Though the park district main-
tains that the concert venue wi ll 
be removed in favor of a nature 
preserve when C lear Channel's 
contract exp ires, some concerns 
have been rai sed about how this 
could change the eventua l fate of 
the island. Erma Tranter, presi-
dent of Friends of the Parks, said 
concert venue plans have not 
Pol ice responded to a report 
of battery at the Pacific Garden 
Mission, 646 S. State St., on 
Feb. 8 at 1:10 a.m. Upon arriv-
ing, police were informed by the 
43-year-old male victim that he 
was in a verbal altercation with 
another man. The offender, a 
40-year-old man, was accused of 
shoving the victim in the chest 
with both hands during the heat-
ed argument. Police placed the 
offender under arrest and 
charged him with simple bat-
tery. 
A 46-year-old male employee 
of George's Cocktail Lounge, 646 
S. Wabash Ave. , was taken into 
custody for simple battery on 
Feb. 8 at 2 p.m. The victim, a 42-
year-old female employee, sa id 
the two were in a verbal disagree-
ment over a bottle of wh iskey. 
The offender grabbed the victim's 
wri st, squeezing so hard that her 
watch fell and broke on the floor. 
The offender, who had fled, 
returned to the scene, at which 
point the police arrested him and 
took him into custody. 
A 24-year-old man was ar-
rested fo r stealing from Jewel, 
February 21,2005 39 
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The Chicago Park District recently approved a plan to construct a temporary concert venue on 
Northerly Island, the former site of Meigs field. The venue will be the first development of the land 
since the city's controversial demolition of Meigs Field airport in March 2003. Plans include a semi-
permanent amphitheatre that will seat 8,000 to 10,000 people. 
been fonnally presented to the 
group . 
"The word 'amphitheatre' was 
used. If that 's temporary and 
can be put up and taken down 
easily, then we have no problem 
with it," Tranter said. "If it is a 
permanent structure or there is 
major construction, then we do 
have a problem with it." 
Another group concerned with 
the development on Northerly 
Island is Friends of Meigs Field. 
Its ideal would be returning the 
land to a small airport, and the 
group's president, Steve Whitney, 
said that the plan for a concert 
venue is not a very good one. 
" It 's a bad idea for a ton of 
reasons," Whitney said. "Even 
if you set aside the possibility of 
an airport, there's been a consen-
sus all along about a park for the 
people. This doesn't add up." 
The group won an award for 
their Parks and Planes proposal, 
1224 S. Wabash Ave., on Feb. 10 
at 9 p.m. The offender was 
charged with retail theft. 
A 23-year-old man waved 
down police to report that he 
was robbed at 12:55 a.m. on 
Feb. 5. The police officers saw 
the victim conversing with a 
man in the BP Amoco parking 
lot at 1221 S. Wabash Ave. a few 
minutes earlier. The victim said 
the man he spoke with had 
stolen $60 from him. He 
claimed that as he was leaving 
the car wash, the man solicited 
funds from him, at wh ich point 
the victim offe red $3. The 
offender then grabbed the vic-
tim 's coat and threatened vio-
lence unless given more money. 
The v ictim gave the offender "a 
wad of cash." Police encoun-
tered the accused at the 
Rooseve lt CTA station , where he 
sa id he was "only panhandling." 
The " wad" ended up totaling 
$41. The offender, who admit-
ted gang affiliations, was taken 
into custody and booked. 
- Compiled by Alicia Dorr 
through information prOVided by 
the Chicago Police Department 
which offers a plan for both an 
airport and a nature preserve on 
the island, from the Publicity 
Club of Chicago in 2004. The 
group claimed that the park dis-
trict could sell the land to the 
city for upward of $ 100 million 
and the city could develop a new 
airport using federal grant 
money. However, Jones said 
that there is absolutely no plan to 
re-open an airport on the island. 
"It was decided that an airport 
wasn't the best use of space," 
Jones said. "We are in the busi-
ness of developing parks, not 
operating airports." 
But parking and congestion do 
not fit in with the idea of a natural 
area, both of which are potential 
problems with the venue, Whitney 
pointed out. According to the park 
district, visitors will use Soldier 
Field's parking lot when they come 
to concerts. Despite this, Whitney 
said the group is still uneasy about 
the plan. 
"There's a danger that [the 
park district] will say, 'hey, it's 
making money' and then we're 
permanently stuck wit h it ," 
Whitney said. " (ftheir goal is to 
generate revenue then they 
should do it somewhere else ." 
The revenue, wh ich Whitney 
referred to as "peanuts," is about 
$800,000 a year, which Jones 
maintains will be used for a nature 
park on the island. Even so, the 
plan for a concert venue has gener-
ated concern. Friends of the Parks 
is interested in highlighting the 
island 's lakefront views, the migra-
tory flyway for birds and other nat-
ural aspects of the land, said 
Tranter. Another lakefront enter-
tainment center is not part of the 
group's ideal plan, she said. 
"We already have a Navy 
Pier," Tranter said . " We need to 
accent other things about the 
island." 
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Campus 
in the Loop 
More than 52,000 students make 
Chicago s downtown the largest 
campus in Illinois 
By Alicia Dcrr 
CiIy Beal Elitor 
Curiosity concerning how 
many college students reside in 
the Loop resulted in the first 
inclusive study on the needs of 
Illinois' largest college cam-
pus--downtown Chicago. 
The report , "Higher Education 
in the Loop and South Loop: An 
Impact Study," gathered infor-
mation on 24 schools from 41 
different locations throughout 
Chicago's Loop. The study, co-
sponsored by the Greater Siale 
Street Council and the Central 
Michigan Avenue Association. 
aimed to help business leaders 
bener understand the effect the 
student population, and the insti-
tutions they attend. have on the 
downtown area. fn order to do 
this. researchers examined four 
categories-a sector profile , eco-
nomic impact, real estate devel-
opment and a marketing study. 
The study looked at the stu-
dents and the institutions sepa-
rately in order to analyze the 
data-a taxing process, accord-
ing to Thomas Fuechtmann, 
director of DePaul's Community 
and Government Relations 
Office and the leader of the 
study 's research team. The team 
began by gathering data on the 
colleges themselves, using 
enrollment and employment 
numbers as a base. and then 
attempted to effectively analyze 
them. 
There are 52,230 students 
going to school in the North and 
South Loop, with almost 3,800 
residential areas for them, 
according to the report . But, try-
ing to put a face on the thousands 
of students was a challenge for 
those who did the stud y, 
Fuechtmann said. 
" We tried to put the numberl s! 
in perspective, using materi<ll 
from the "urvey <lnd then asking 
what we C<ln do <lhnu t it," 
Fuechtmann said. 
A market study of 668 students 
from 18 of the institutions stud-
ied gave a snapshot of campus 
life in the South Loop. For exam-
ple, only 20 percent of students 
live "on campus." More than 
half of the students commute 30 
minutes or more to get to school 
A recenl sludy of 24 colleges and universilies in Ihe North and South Loop found more than 52,000 
sludenls in Ihe area, making illhe largesl college campus in Illinois. 
and, according to the report, the college-age crowd, according to 
majority depend on public tran- Tabing. 
sit. "We ' re interested in making 
The report also revea led that the area more hospitable [to stu-
students in the Loop spend $25 dents]," Tabing said. 
million yearly in area stores, The ripple that effect students 
which is the most obvious find. and educational facilities start 
according to Steve Kelly. a every time they spend a dollar is 
DePaul marketing professor who essential to the area 's economy. 
worked with his honors research The economic impact portion of 
class to conduct the marketing the study, conducted by the 
study. Regional Economic Applications 
higher education institutions are, 
together, one of the top 25 
employers in Chicago. Colleges 
and universities in the area spend 
money in a number of ways, such 
as renovations and new construc-
tion, upkeep and maintenance of 
the buildings, and faculty and 
staff wages. 
Colleges have helped further 
the development occurring in the 
Loop and the South Loop during 
the past few years, Fuechtmann 
said. 
Facts about students are not the 
only things in the report that are 
raising eyebrows. 'The study also 
looked at how much of a "-p(es-
ence higher education institu-
tions have in the area. 
Though Chicago's Loop is not 
a typical college town. by moSt 
standards, college facilities fill 
much of the spare neighborhood 
space. When it is all added 
together, the institutions total 
See Loop Campus, Page 36 
'"There are over 52,000 stu- Laboratory at the University of 
dents here-the fact that they are Illinois. revealed the Loop 's 
spending their money is not a big r-----------:.....-----------------------~--­
surprise ," Kelly said. "More 
important are things like where 
they are spending it or the fact it 
is absolutely essential that buses 
and trains are running to get them 
to class." 
Where students are spending 
money, analyzed in part in the 
economic impact section of the 
report, is causing local business 
leaders to take notice. 
Cash or credit: City offers new 
payment options for parking 
"Everyone has been somewhat 
oblivious to how many students 
there actually are [in the Loop]," 
said Ty Tabing. the execut ive 
director of the Greater State 
Street Council. '"This report will 
help us convince businesses to 
take notice of thi s market." 
Student habits arc also impor-
tant, Tabing said. For example, 
due to the nature of higher edu-
cation. students arc out at differ-
ent times than typica l 9-to -5 
workers. This is a trend Tabing 
said the council is concentrating 
on <IS they seek husincsses for thc 
arca. The downtown areu lacks 
restaurants and other kinds of 
es tabli shmcnts that I,;ater 10 the 
JII.Ic. Altu.!rho Chfonlcl" 
o New boxes charge 25 cents per five minute period, up to two-hours max 
By Josh Kanlarskl 
Assislanl CiiY Seal Elitor 
The boxes are here. 
Standing over 6 feet tall, and 
encased in sleek black metal, the 
100 Pay & Display boxes now 
replacing individual parking 
meters in the Loop are pictures 
of effic ienc y. One box now 
stands on each side of streets 
where parking is avai lable. 
And they are exclusive to 
the Loop. The boxes line 
Wucker Drive to the west 
,lI1d north. Congress 
Purkw;'IY to the south and 
Michigf.lll Avenue to the east. 
Evcn though only onc box 
is ass igned to each side of a 
block . the opportunit ies 
afforded to drivers arc 
numerous. 
Efrat DalJal . spokes-
WOIlHIIl for the Chicago 
Department of Revenue, 
said tlwt drivers now huvc 
optio ns heyolld just the 
I,; hllllge in their (lodets . 
Dallal added that the advent of 
the box also lessens congestion 
on sidewalks by removing what 
she called "street furniture." 
Payment is very simple. Dallal 
said. Drivers first find a spot, 
then find the box assigned to that 
side of the block. Drivers may 
either feed the machine-which 
is solar-powered and bilingual 
(Spanish and English)-with a 
credit card or cbange, thougb 
pennies are not accepted. Users 
enter their payment type, then 
press the "add time" button that 
charges 25 cents for every five 
minutes, up to two hours. 
Finally, after drivers choose the 
amount of time, they press a 
green "print receipt" button. 
which will then print out a 
receipt that displays the 
time of expiration. The 
receipt goes on the dash-
board, Dallal said. 
Driver feedback has been 
thoroughly positive since 
the boxes were introduced, 
Dalial added. 
However. the situation 
hnsn 'c been so easy in other 
nrens. 
Bonnie Sunche~-Carlson. 
executive director of the 
Ncar South Planning Board. 
would like to see the Pay 
und Displuy boxes t."Orne to 
the South Loop. 
" I hlld suggested a year 
ngo to Aldunmut Madeline 
Hllithcock for tho boxos 
t"'CIIU'. the lII'Oa Is chlnalna 
rnpidly." Snnch •• -CarlsOll 
.aid. SnnQhCl- arlson"~ 
"First , the ho~es o ffcr n 
vm-iety of fluymclIl options. 
frolJl credit curds 10 ully 1'01'111 
of' [coins other thun pcn-
nics [." DIIII III Nuld. "They 
nlso Ildd purklng spm:es. 
Drivers 110 lungcr huve 10 lillo 
lip wi lh /I metcl', opollillg lip, 
with whnt we c~pCCI , thrce or 
four III000e splice.'! 011 CII\lh 
hlock." 
Ott,kI MlkVTht CItronIcItt ,"Id thllt because of tho 
Tho city recently Installed Pay and Display InCl'OII,hlj! residentl.1 cleve!· 
parking boxes thai offer drivers Ihe choice " llIl\clll. the Sooth Loop bu 
of paying cash or credit. Set 'nine. PIgt 38 
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